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It published at No. 6t| EXCHANGE STREET,
in FOX BLOCK, by
FOSTER, OILMAN End

Under the firm

name

BALL,
of

n. A. FOSTER * CO.
Terms:
Tbb Portland Daily Press Is published every
morning, (Sunday, excepted), at #0,00per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three months’ delay, and If not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single copies throe cents.

Rates of Advertising::
Advertisements, fil.00 per square,
for three Insertioos or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, fil.16 per equate; 76 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
•1.60; 60coots per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under bead of Amusements,
6R.00 per equate par week.
SrnciAL Notices, si.60 per square for first week,
fil.00 per week after.
Business Notices, In reading oolurans, 12 eents
per fine for sue insertion. No charge lees than fifty
Transient

cents.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Hairs State
Pbbss (which has E large circulation in every part of
the StaMpfbr 88 oents per square in addition to the
above rates lbr each Insertion.
Transient advertisements most be paid for in advance.

tr All communications intended for the paper
•honld be directed to the Editor! qf the Press,” and
those ofa business character to the Ptib/ithert.
tr The Portland Daily sad Haink Statk
office, in Fox Blocs, No. 62) Exchange
Street, Is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o'clock In the morning to t in the
Peers

evening.
IT" Jon Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office

or

promptly transacted

paper

on

application

as

above

Tuesday Morning, December 23,
»

.,

The Close or Saturday’s Battle—
What the General*taid and did.—The correspondent of the New York Tribune, who
vu with Gen. Sumner during the afternoon,
and up to the close of the terrible engagement

fiaui

who looked as

in the leash striving to get loose at
the throat of the enemy:
The old man looked anxious and fearful.

coming

FOR

this

Company

certain
their debtors
or on

contingencies.

Creditors may

CA|)IJJIt.il

JOHN W.

Loans

Agents,

upwards

ENGLAND.

fereons

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co,
OP BOSTON.

:

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OP LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE TBAR\Wl. THAN

IT

IN THE

UNITED STATES.
Further information will be cheerfully furnished
application by mail or otherwise to

on

SPARROW,

General Ah ext for the State of Maine.
Office No.74 Middle at..opposite Post office.
oclTdkw
Portland, Oct. 17, 1862.

1275 shrs
Bank.Boston,
650 shs Shoes Leather Deal-

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Springfield
OF

Insurance Co,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

On the First day of November, 1802, in conformity

-HAS REMOVED TO-

with tbe Law. of tbe State of Maine.

No. 27 Market
where

he will execute in

oi VK*AMK.A TAL I

an

Squ&ie,

artistic

Capital Stock,
Surplus,

manner all kinds
a* Sign*,(. ur-

A/XTIXG, such

tain*. liauiicrs, Landscape*, Figure, Flowers, Scroll
Work, Ac.
A long and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical braucb of the buidtie**, and several years study
of the higher branches oi the Art, have vudered him

qual

'by

__‘b]c4

Loaus on Mortgages of Real Estate, wit bin the Common wealth
of Massachusetts,
1207 shares Bank Stocks, as per

Plumer Boots! Plumer Boots!
French CnlfBootr,

8.50
4.00

*..

"

custom

6.00

made,

Ladiea’ Balmoral Boots.
Ladies' Calf Balmorals,
French t ail Balmorals, Plumer Last,
Ladies' English G oat Tap-Sole do.

Ladies’

••

$2.00
2.25
2.00

PLUMER PATENT BOOTS.
Are perfectly easy when first put on.reqnirenu break-

ing in. do not distress tlm feet at all. Unreal, walk
all day and not feel tired in the ankles or fret. Thev
conform to the natural organization of the feet—
therefore make no corns or bunions, and those who
are suffering with those troubles will find
great relief by wearing the Plumer Boots. We have a lull
assortment of Plumer Boots, made with the princi-

ple fully

Do not
each pair.

purchase

a

All others

pair unless
are

Portland. Dec. 8.18<j2.

a

trade stamp is

imitations.
dec®

3weod

ES^Policiesissued on Real and
on Dwelling Houses

Risks taken
five years,

aud

on hand, and are dailv
most desirable styles

receiving

the

lat-

of

CLOTHS, 0VERC0ATIHGS,

21

Fancy Doeskin*
ALSO,
1

A

FULL

and Cnssimercs.
STOCK

OF THE

Latest Styles of
BEADY-MADE

CLOTHING,

-AND-

Gentlemen’s

Furnishing Goods,

sell at prices to suit the times.
Portland. Nov. 19,1862.
dtf
which

we

will

very low.

deo6 ed8w

property.
three, or |

1. W. M1JXGER, Agent.

IT. S. Marshal's Sale.
United State*

or America, 1
IHstrict of Maine, ss.
i
to a Writ of Venditioni Exponas, to
ine directed, from the Hon. Asnur Ware, Judge
of the United States District Court, within and for
said District of Maine. 1 shall expose and sell at
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, the folowing property and merchandize at the time aud
w*ithin
said District, as follows, viz:
place
At the Coatom House Building on Fore Street,
in Portland, on Friday, the twenty-sixth day of I>«cemlter current, at 11 o'clock A. M.,

PURSUANT
Iiublic

Ten Thousand Four Hundred Cigar*.
The same having been decreed forfeit to tho United
States iu the District Court for said District, and ordered to be sold, aud the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this tenth day of December, A. D. 1862.
F. A. QUIN BY.
U. S. Deputy Marshal, District of Maine,

EXCHANGE

Eating

House.

Having

building.

Noa. 17 Sl 19

leaaed the

UAIYI'.

JOHN ROBINSON.
decl6tf
Portland, Dec 16. 1862

AND

—

Soldiers’ Relief Association,

Exchange Street,

and fitted it up anew, 1 am now ready to wait upon
my former customer* and the public generally, at all
hour*, with all the luxuries of the day.

AGE.Vtll

—

No. 275 F Street,
Communications to be addressed to
J. W.
oc21 tf

64,006 32
44.108 00 |
186 49
3.389 25
14,668 37
13.966 00
16,432 22

But the novel—the peculiar feature o! the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Roasting Oven withii
the body of the stove aud in frout of the lire; so arranged that if can be used separately for roasting, or
(by (he removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Wherever these stoves have been used, they have
given universal satisfaction.
FOR SALE BY

F. A

11,002 00

j!

Jab. J.

HATHAWAY,

Maine State Agent, Washington, D

*

HOWARD,

5,962 75

Stoves, Furnaces and Ranges,
Complete

of

Assortment

GOODS,

Registers, Ventilators, Ac.
-ALSO,

AOEXT FOR-

Hall.

ir All kinds of TIN and SHEET
doue to order, at short notice.

IRON WORK

dee 12 d3w

•

FOR SOLEINO OR

LORING’S DRUG

NO. 162
a

J

MIDDLE STREET,

sale

W.

—

whose established reputation of thirty years renders
the superiority of their Pianos familiar as "household
words.”
These instruments sing their own
Any
pcraou desirous of obtaining a suuenor Piano for
a very little money, should call and examine these
instruments, as they MUST and will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure in showing the
beauties of these in.-trumeuts to any and all who
may favor him with a call.
tRTRecollect this is a rare chance, and for a few
K. if. OSBORN,
days only.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
Every Piano sold with the written guarantee of
the Makers.
dec3 dtf

Ocean Insurance Company.
ANNl AL MEETING.

ine24dtfw3t

Insurance Com-

Goods A Chemicals.

*

Car*rr #f Pearl aad Federal Sts*.

FITTING,

com-

CO
Maiket Square

PORTLAND. ME.

JeSStf

manner.

H.

C.

{

LOVELL
—DKAUMS

Foreign

GOODS,

B.

OOWELL,

And taken the store recently occupied br him, (13
to furnish Mr. Go well's
Middle Street.) are
former customers, as well as their own friends and
with
the public,

prepared

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
and at AS LOW TRICKS as the same quality and
st vie cau be purchased, at any other place in the

merchants,

city
tJ^Xo trouble to show goods: call and

yiatox.

TUITCHELL * CHA.WPLIV,

uuuivo)

Commission

j

Merchants,
—

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
HA Commercial Hi., opp. Thom.a Block,

joaxrn bale.

Particular attention paid to procuring Freightg,
and purchuinc Cargoeg and Charter, for vmmIi.
d&wdm*
Auyu.t 2, 1862.

\

John

PORTLAND, ME
«j. TwHeh.ll JulMddm Ja.r. rhampUa.

T

23 2D 8 T

E

TT

Gray Beards, Attend!

—ADD—

years of

WHQmB

can

be

sell It to any rebel,

or

rebel

ed and trimmed

In the Neatest
-akk

irm-

supplied st wholesale prices by

ad*

JOHN M TODD, Portland, Me.
Oct. CS.d&wtf.

C.

H.

IN

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
ssrss. in stiffs, glass wam,

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,
M Commercial Street,

ju)29d&wly

Thomas

Bloch,

BLAKE’S,

No. 30 UNION STREET.
cheaper then nt any other place la

And will be .old

WITH
Rosewood, Black

_C. M. B.alao mau.fcctnry,SHOW-CASKS, DESKS, ASD DBA IrXR-WOMX
e> AairOf erery dewriptlon. Including Tatloci

mnde__

<oer
irrroKTiao l)u»a, the bee'hind
vormnKW* All order, tor Repairing FnruMwre,
Seeting.
Glniinj, *e.
Cbnir
ug
Cpliol,ferine.
Juloltf
prompt Tv attended to.

L.

Walnut

or

Tailor,

Portland Au* «. l«a*

—

_■>eZ8tf

dly

mu, Ve»U. Jaduo,

Riding

Ladiet’

Habit*. Ae.,

Cut. mtde and trimmed by

A. D. REEVES,
M

#8 EXCHANGE STREET

Porlland, Me.

•

All work being promptly and patinas h
warranted to fire thorough »ttoillr ettended to. i.
action.

Coat*,

attention given to CCTTINO and
PARTICCI.AR
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS, by

■

Watch-Maker,

with
GUt finish made

Boys, Boy*, Boy*.
A, D. REEVES,

jT fBOSsT

141 Middle* Sireeli

order, of any size, style or design, of uew and
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking (Hasses aud
elates re-set In old frames, bv
MORRISON A CO.. 16. Market Square.
to

city

ROBES FURBISHED TO ORBlB.

PORTLAND. ME.

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.
Oval. Square or Etiptical frame.,

Style,

AT-

1

the

JOHN W. PERKINS A COa,
WHOLESALE DEALERS

caskets.

To be fonad la thle city. of erery deeeriptton, taM-

Dyo !

For coloring Hair in the world. I »ay it boldly, and
mean it.
And cay forther, that if anv one bars rav
Dye, and atter trying, doe* not like it. I will feftitid
the mouey on returning me the bottle with one halt

Agent*

before
ocl9

—

Portland, Me.
johx

see

purchasing elsew here.

Clnamn
vun/m

and Domentic

stock of

S.

HALE,-

QVlin

SON,

Would Inform the public that haring purchased the

STREET,

AND DEALXKa IX

*

IB—

120 Middle Street,

Shaw k Co.)

ivuu

Monumental Work tad

Grindstone*

Retail.

VEATOM &

dressing

is

Free Stone, Soap Stone,

Xsrble,

f

f BRADBURY.SBW YORK.

in this department
complete,
OURprising every
article used in the art.
MORRISON k

THOMPSON,

Marble Chimney Piece*.

LOTHROF,
E.

Work.

I* prepared to receive order# for

gAi As nsnal.keens constantly supplied with fresh
•II and fashionable HOOTS and SHOES. in eveMJ 17 variety and style for gentlemen * and lawear, and iuvite all his old customers
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their
“understandings."
W. W. L. i* agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES. aug5—dmd

Direct from the manufactory of

stock

K.

I.

DRY
W.

praises.

1

Ivl arbl©

or

OAS

Doue in the beet

pathizer.

Photographic

or

STEAM AND

ita content*.
I do not wish to

of the Ocean

aud Fashionable Stock of the above arbe found at this establishment. coma traveling outfit
J. K DURAX.

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Whole-

Piano-Fortes,

THE Stockholder*

1

rnav

I'edersl Streets.

AND IYIBI DESCRIPTION OF XACli.NERT,

Best
tor

choice assortment of

LIGHTS

STORE,

Twenty Year*' experience, and
AFTER
experiment, I have at la*t found the

A RARE CHANCE!
exhibition and for tale
only, in the Store

MANUFACTORY,

prising every do .'Hutton for
Jtt
utfin
JO. 1*62.

Corner Commercial St. and Long Wk’l,

Pianos, Pianos !

dj£2SE3

K

ALAticles

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Steam

Carpet-Bags,

No. 165 MIDDLE STREET.

J. L. WIXSLOW, Agent,
MAEVrACTrREK

-AXD-

DVBAR'S

tP“ Only 25 Cents per Bottle, it

aovl7_Corner Eacbange A

Trunks!

VALISES, POBTMAETEAUfl,

-AND DEALERS IE

Geo. W. Woodman,
Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.
Seth B. Hersey,
aug20d&wtf

!
!

S

mending

UOVLTOX'S BLOCK,

No*. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

a few days

Trunks!

It is invaluable for *ole<uff or patching Boots sad
Shoes, and for cementing Leather belting it has bo

MANUFACTURERS AM JOBBERS OF CLOTHING,

j

|

MOODY.
eodtf

C

ironr. no ye, crockery,
GLASS A SO BARTHES WARE.

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

on

Cold and Shower Balks, Wash Bowls, Brass
and Silser Plated Cocks.
Description of Water Fixture for Dwelling Houses, Hotels. Public Buildings, Shirs, he.,
arranged and set up in the beet manner, and all orcoonlrr fcithfollr executed. AH
Kina* ‘VJ’T?,"
of Jobbing promptly Attended to
Constantly on hand. Lend Pipes and Shoot Load,
and Beer Camps of all kind*.
Julyttdly

EVERY

nENDINO

Oil—for

or

CLOSETS,

124 Excbabob Stbket, Pobtlaxd, Mb.

Warm.

Cement,

Insolvsble io Water

nov20

ana w noiesaie ueaiersin

Will be

No.

rURSlTCnr.

WOODMAN, TRUE A CO,

j

FEAEKLIE

Sllton's

PEARCE,
OP-

FORCE FUMPS AND WATER

PORTLAND, Me.
DOLE.

dtf

A.

-XAKMB

SHIP BROKERS. CHANDLERS

Lancaster

j

TRASK * LEWIS,
Square, h’d Preble St.

PLUMBER,

merchants,

Commission

UNDER.

imponers

N. B.—Large Ambrotypee onlg Fifteen Cents.

WILLIAM

MOODY,

Ho. 0 Galt Block Commercial Street,
AMDBEW T.

Photograph,

or

27 Market
Jnly 14th. 1661

FLOUB, CORK A1TD PRODUCE,

The Vetrified Water and Drain Pipe.
!

;
>

lira WHOLESALE DEALERS IE

(Formerly

pany are hereby notified to meet at the office of
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
said Company ou Monday, the fifth day of January,
1863. at 3 o'clock 1*. M tor the purpose of choosiug
Scffolk bb.. December 10, 1862.
seven Directors for the ensuing vear, and the transPersonally appeared Samuel Gould, President, and
Jas. J. Goodrich. Secretary of the above Compauy, ; action of any other business which may theu be e*
and severally made oath that the above statement. : gaily acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
by them subscribed, is. in their belief, true.
declO tm
Portland, Dec. 10. 1862,
Betore me,
William T. Andrews.
Justice of the Peace.

NATH'L F. DEERING, Agent,
Exchange Street
Portland,

A

No. 88 MIDDLE

HOUSE FURNISHING
|

ftc.,

GENERAL

-ALSO-

SAM'L GOULD, President.
Goodrich, Secretary.

N'o. 3

DOLE

From the celebrated Barstow Stove Co.

A

YOU

Ambrotype

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.

—DEALER IX—

Portland.

DO

Works 0 Union St., and 333 A 33S For* St.,
PORTLAND. ME.
_Jnltdtf

7,500 00

SALE.

not fnjrto call nt No. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant «atiafketlon. at pricer rhich defy competition.

equal.

STOVE

ROASTING AND BAKING.

onbks.
113,366 74

Coagrenn Street,

Best

dispensary

stove so perfectly fitted as to place tlie
draft of the stove entirely within the coutrol of the
pereou using it; enabling bioi to preserve either a
wood or coal tire for manv hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus securing great ecouomv iu time,
aud iu cost of fuel, as well as avoiding the du«t consoqueut upou rekindling.

i»or

1

TIGHT

FOR

LIMBS MA T BE SEES AT

IF

Boots and Shoes.

au

Few 0.11.4.

•Bgddtf

POOR.

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy Goods,

we mean a

14. Amount of railroad bonds* State am’t
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
9102,000 Bonds
Cheshire Kail Hoad, par value 100,market value 102.
87.783 67
15. Cash value of real estate owned by the
Company,
38,283 03
16. Amount of cash on hand, including advances on losses not adjusted ?
72,013 63
17. Ain't of cash in hands of agents* None.
18. Amount loaned on mortgage of real estate?
172,000 00
19. Amount loaned on collateral?
77.778 67
20. Amount loaned without collateral?
63.765 81
21. Amount of all other investments?
12,000 00
22. Amount of premium notes on risks terminated?
5,237 18
23. Amount of borrowed money .specifying
collaterals given for the same? Noue.
24. Amount of losses due and unpaid? Noue.
25. Amount of losses claimed
and unpaid?
26. Amount of losses reported I cohered
ol*,e
upon which the liability
Question,
of the Company is not determiucd?
58,900 00
27. Amount of all other claims against the
None.
Company*
5M. Amount of cash received for premiums
on tire risks?
68,729 60
29. Amount of cash received for premiums
ou marine risks?
22,678 66
9). Amount of notes received for premiums
on fire risks?
Noue.
31. Amount of notes received for premiums
ou marine risk*?
229,237 82
32. Amount of cash received for interest ?
61,110 94
83. Amount of income received from all
other sources?
2.936 08
84. Amount of fire losses paid last year?
86.878 65
86. Amount of marine losses paid last year? 44.273 76
86. Amount of dividend- paid the last year? 12 »,000 00
87. Amount paid for exponses of office?
14.274 24
38. Amount of other expenditures?
10,200 00
89. Amount received in cash for tire risks
not terminated ?
70,710 42
40. Amouut required to re-insure all outstanding risks? From 75per cent. to95
cent, of premiums,
imouiit of premium notes on risks not
terminated?
166,867 18
42. Amouut of delinquent notes not charged to profit aud loss?
26 00
43. Highest rate of interest received? Six
cent.
per
44. Highest rate of interest paid on mouev
borrowed?
Nothing.
45. How many shares of the capital stock
are pledged to the Compauy ?
None.
46. Balance to credit of profit aud loss account?
282,248 84
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
Nothing.
48. How many shares of the capital stock
are owne by the Company, or not subscribed for?
None.
49. What amount of the capital consists of
the stockholders'notes?
N thing.

dec 10 dl6t

MERCHANT*’

‘AIR

373

Aud solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest cliemicalaand best stock
of drugs the market alfords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAB. 9. C ROB MAN.
THOB. H. POOR.
Je24tf

PUBLIC.

Company,

CRUTCHES,

SPECIMENS'

HAVE

Castings stand unrivalled throughout New

Manufacture, say*—that by

AND

Ukon .tore, Nc. 75 Middle Street.
(I1 ox Block,) aud respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

June 23

England.
The senior partner of the Company, whose experience of nearly a quarter of a century iu the Store

....

Agency,

Personal
for one,

Whose

fin ft a Vaoehe

Drug Store!

CROSNIAK 4c

Manufactured by the

Barstow Stove

-AL»0.-

I

-WAIT TB*-

Stoves,
TO TIIF.

STREET.

TOKK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
joisdtr

The greatest of modern Improvements in the lino of

OFFERED

-A8MT FOR

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS,

Sugar Refinery,

With Two Ovens,

EVER

dtf

Apothecary,

JOHN B. BROWN dc SONS,

]NT©w

Olotlia,

make them np at short notice*
Call and See,

to

'^EW

dly

Commission

m.v.cost

Bank, Bo-ton,
100 111
600 shs Shawmut Bank,Bos100
ton,
92
10 shs North Bank, Boston, 100
90
43 shs Traders Hank,
100
96
250“ State Bank.
60 66
140“ tiranite Bank,
lUO 102
168“ Eagle Bank.
100 108
160
Rail Road Bank,Lowell.
75 80
100 shs Bav State Bank,
Lawrence,
75
75
20 shs Market Bank, Boston, 70 72
60
New Euizlaiid Bank.
Boston,
100 103

EXCHANGE

Vestings!

L. H. TITCOHB,

j

Tailor,

•

Portland, Any. 6.18*3

The Model Cook!

..

105 MIDDLE STREET.

At OS Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom House,
Hare

390,631 83

83

■

Office of the Portland

ABROlvY,

(<ARDI\ER

est

80,473 69

$890,631
Contra :

Per

v.

luO 102

98

Office—208 Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA FOY. Paris.
dec22 dly
Agent for Frauye aud Germany.

$284,576 14
13. Amount of railroad stocks* State am t
of each kind, and par value aud market value ot each.
None.

03

All outstanding Claims,
827,904 06
No other liabilities to Banks or Individuals except Office Expenses.
Amount at risk, Nov. 1. 1862,
820,686,587 28
Amount necessary to re-insure the above,
84,865 42
;
WM. CONNER, Jr., Secretary.
[Signed]
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I
I
County of Hainp-ieu, ss.
Sworn to before me,
!
of the Peace.
Justice
Geo.
Walker,
(Signed)

43, 45 dr 47 Union Street.
on

035

carried out.

C. F. THRASHER & CO.,

Creeping

r.

124.206 60
schedule,
638 shares Railroad Stocks,
76.760 00
Railroad Bonds,
7,660 00
Loans on Personal and Collateral
8.842 62
Security,
All other Securities,
6.364 18

Pluim-rLut,$8.00

.outride taiMude."

•'

*2nn,ooo 00
1181.53183

-*390,581 88 !

16.872 82
#15,400 U.8. 7.80 Treasury Notes, 16,016 00
810,000 U. S 6 per cent. Certificates of Indebtedness,
10,000 00
#6.000 U. fc. 6 per cent. Coupon
Bouds, 1881.
6,200 00
Real Estate owned by the Company, unincumbered.
33,820 69

every varietv of work in the
most elegant styles, and he hopes
diligence and
constant attention to business, to merit the patronage of the public.
ty*CARD SIGXS of all varieties painted to
order.
JOHN B. HUDSON. Jr..
d4w
No. 27 Market Square.

"

paid up,

Assets as follows :
Cub.
Cash in hands of Agents in course
of transmission,

tied to execute

MEX'8

ail

p.

ers

-OF THE-

HUDSON, JR.

tr

4. Amount of Capital*
8400,000
6. Amount of Capital actually paid in?
400,000
6. Number of shares, aud par value of
each* 4000—8100.
7. Amount of tire risks outstanding*
8,812,764
8. Amount of marine risks outstanding?
7,887,491
9. Total amount of outstanding risks*
16,600,265
10. Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amount of eacli kind, and par value aud market value of each.
20,000
United States 7 3-10 Bonds, p. v. per
share 8100—m. v. 8104,
30,000
11. Amount of State stocks? 8tate amount
of each kind,and par value and market
value of each.
12. Aniouut ol bank stocks* State amount
of each kind, and par value aud market value of each.

City

Fire and Marine

Dr.J.K.Chilton.N.Y.City. j
|
(

1. State the nameofjfce Company. MenuloaartMee Company.
2. Where located* Boston.
3. When incorporated* February 23.1822.

reports,*

WARREN

WE REFER TO
few well known gentlemen ami physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gen. Winfield Scolt.l'SA. I Dr. Wilson. 11th st., NY.
Gov. Morgan, N Y .State. | I»r Ward. Newark. N. J.
Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. Y. City.
N J.
Drs. Darcy & NicholI.SewDr. Marcy, New York.
Dr. Paist, Philadelphia.
ark. N. J.
HT*None genuine without the signature of “ALFRED SPEER. Passaic, N. J.,” is over the cork of
each bottle.
MAKE OWE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Druggist* aud all first class dealers.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vineyard—Passaic, New Jersey.

ON THE FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 18G2.

premium

COMPANY

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as It
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, iteculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, ininart in g a healthy tone to the digestive
organs, ml a [dooming, soft aud healthy skin and

Cook

Me.
Jeffltf

NAVY

•

■

and

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

ESTABLISHMENT,

A* D. REEVES,

BOSTON,

foil AMortment of

r

Portland, Sept. 24.1M2.

Per Hand.

AND

TAILORING

prepared

—

selected Stock of

well

Military
And is

_

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE
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AUo

HEAD OF MERRILL S WHARF,

ARMY

large and

a

FROM

AND

Cloths, C&ssimeres

Corn, Flour and Grain,

a

,

With

IX-

Ceaauaerelal Street,

RETURNED

YORK

W.C. BRADLEY

-dealers

SUEUR’S WINE

No. 102 1-2 Fore St-, Portland.

NEW

BY

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the luice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated ill New Jersey. recommended br cTiemi*t* and
physicians as possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines iu use, ami an excellent article for
all weak anil debilita ed person*, ami the aged and
iuttrm, improving the appetite, aud beuetittiug ladies
aud children.
A LADIES’ WINE,

RETURN

the assured be attained, either in whole or iu part, iu
exact proportion to the amount of
paid.
No better evidence is needed of the prosperity and
success of this
than
the
shown
fact
by the
Company
vii: that
recently published official

Removal.
B.

dec3 d3w

Life Polioio* not subject u> Forfeiture,
and npon which the premiums cease at the end often
years, whereby under any and alt circumstances the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design ot

OTHER

AS A

REEVES,

HAS JUST

—

AMARIAH FH08T,
ADDISON FRYE.

ALBERT WEBB dc CO„

Europe

physicians,
Hospitals,

D-

The Tailor,

tho

ELIPHALET WEB8TEB, Agent,

It is one of the Oldest. Safest and most Successful
Life Companies in the Cnlted State*, and affords to
wishing to participate in the benefit* of Life
usurance. advantage* not excelled, and iu some respects not equalled by any other in this country.
Strict Economy—Care in its Risks, and Soft Investments, characterize its management.
ft Is a purely mutual company, all its profits being
divided among it* members annually.
In addition to all the various forms of Whole
Life, Short Term, Endowment and Annuity
policies which it issues, we invite special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance introduced by this
Company some two years since, vie: the issuing of

ANY

use

and Rheumatic AfTectious.

AUtfU8TUS STORY, President.
THOS. II. JOHNSON,Secretary.
WThis Company is paying a dividend of 85 per
cent, on yearly, ami 33 1 >3 percent, on three and
five year Policies, at their expiration.

of

ly,

at thin season, should

TONIC
It* as no e<jua1. causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being eutirely a pure wine of a most val-

There are no other liabilities, unless of bills not
rendered for expenses.

since it*

fam

AS A

Risk,
810,673,288 21
Amount of Liabilities, (other than amount at
risk.) viz:
Claims for Losses,
83,100 00

^A.-

v

Ground Rock Salt, Ac.

mend them to my customer*.
Portland, Nov. 1,1ms,
nova tf

European

87

shall keen

we

Misbr*. Floot k Fry* having leased mv Mill anj
purchased my stock aud trade, I cheerfully recoin-

for Its medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a geutie Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, aud
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent
used io
aud American
aud by
some of the first families iu Europe aua America.

61

——Dernier* in-

Corn, Meal, Oat*, Rye, Feed,
...

complexion.

8139,626

Wharf—where

CoT,

HOW k CO.,)

C.

Coal, Wood aad Roofing state,
2T5 Commercial
Street,
Oppoeite Smith’s Wharf..Pobtlabd, Mb
HURT L. run,
1
WILLIAM C. HOW, |
jy

style of
dc FRYE,

Portland, Nov. 1,18«2.

celebrated In

Amount at

organization to
Company
paid
THI8
the Assured,
Widows, Orphan* and Creditor*
of

<

SAMBUCI WINE.

8657 748 48

New York Life Insurance Comp'),
Established in 1845—Net Capital over

hand.

;

Every

collateral aud notes

6,542 49
2.416 17
6,587 49
Balances in hands of
906 41
Interest earned aud sundry assets, 2,906 89

ou

Flour,

«S

receivable,
Rea) Estate,
Cash on hand,

Mutual Life Insurance.

has

on

Commercial

stantly

TBO#. LTBCR.

PAINE &

(Formerly WILLIAM

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near

¥

48

BARKRh,

HENRY L

and have taken 8tore

co

U.

JOB!.

and

namo

FRONT

MERCHANTS,

STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

(Opposite hemil of Widgery's Wharf,)
Partlaad. Me.

PEW-CUSH-

fc.

Exchange Street, Portland.

WEunder the

sj

Cash Assets, as follows, viz:
Investments in Mortgages,
846.872 87
Bank Stock.
41.905 08
Railroad Bonds and Stocks.
12,529 88
U. States,Stale and City Bonds, 19,961 09

Portland, Me.

z

°
©
S

exhibit next preceding Dec. 1, 1862.

decl# eodly

Z

!

IX SALEM, MASS.,

MUNOER, Agent,

No* 105 Middle Street

UKANITE

Copartnership Notice.

DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the elands. Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beueficial iu Dropsy ,OOut

Amount of Capital Stock.8657,748
Consisting of Notes and Statute Liabilities, 418,121

COMMISSION

have this day associated ouraelvea together

t\
§]
*2

Holyoke NIutual Fire Ins. Company

Hesekiah I’ackard. Esq.

>

uable grape.

J.i.

'VT'h.olesa.le Ghrooers *

Hair Mattresses renovated.
Furniture repaired aud rtruished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
juiaodtiin

I:

CONDITION

Otl III. firut H.v nf
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INSURANCE.

THE

JOHN LYNCH *
CO„

ITURE,

IONS, fc

Ji

dfcwtf

OF

time.
"My object is to call attention to the fhet that a
ol
Life
Insurance
is the cheapest and safest
policy
mode of making a provision for one's family."—Beniamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them in making applications.
Kefcrences in Tortland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. II. J. Libby & Co.. Steele A
Hayes. Ezra Carter. Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
lieo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. John Lynch k Co..
on

FTJ R]ST

SPRING-BEDS, MATTRESSES,

a

CARDS."

AMD-

Persons and Invalids,

~

Statement

insure

PARKER.

USE.

O
£
l
>, J

in any One Risk.

23.

June

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Benj. F. Stevens, Secretary.
Policies are issued ou the life, or for a term of years,

Weakly

T.

BUSINESS

UPHOLSTERER

2 .1
1

Fire and Marine Ins* Co.,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to he the
first consideration in effecting Insurance, is here offered to the public, at the lowest rates qf premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in “Boyd’s Building,” opposite Post Office.

alter.

WILLIAM

WINE.

a
T3

;

Equitable

*15.000*
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture

PHYSICIANS’

CARDS.

_BUSINESS

Lounge*, Bedstead*,

Relief Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8-60,000.

$33SsOOO.

imjxMturf

heart.

dark Monday
Rappahannock began
night, and was successfully accomplished be-

paid by

Premiums may be paid iu cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
or style desired—latest patterns and beat
workmanship—marie to order by
_MORRISON A CO.. 26. Market 8quar».

Not “Night or Blucher,” as Wellington exclaimed at Waterloo, but rather Ajax's prayer
for “more light,” was the prompting of every

at

earnings to the life
some companies

as

vears.

Amount of Cash Dividend
in 1858 to Life Member* was

sue

clamorous wrath of the combatants.
At this time* Gen. Burnside, who had rctnaiued all day at the Phillip's House, came
dowu to the Lacy House; and, in the garden
lacing tlie city, followed the progress of the
fight. Externally calm, the leading player in
this tremendous game was agitated by sech intensity of feeling as one can conceive, and he
paced the garden gloomy as night.
“The crest.1' he exclaimed passionately,
“must be carried to-night!”
The brevity of time into which tlie stupendous issue of the day had to be crowded seemed to add redoubled energy to the fury of the
combatants.

the

do,)in cash, every

F)R

prodigious volleys of musthat Hooker, with the reketry
is
serves,
engaged. This last assaulting column consisted of the divisions of Humphrey,
Monk, Howard, Getty and Sykes. They had,
however, hardly got fairly engaged before the
sun went down, and night closed around the

How it

divide* it* net

Company
THIS
(not iu scrip
policy holders,fire

Oil! Frames.

an hour
announce

accomplished.
[Corre«|>oiidciice of the Now y0rk Times.)
The movement of the army on its withdrawal from Fredericksburg to the north side of

CASH CAPITAL, *2,378,945 74. INVESTED.

7'hr object a of the Aattociation are—
1— To secure to soldier* or sailor*, and their families, any claims for pay or pension, Ac., at the least
cost to the claimant.
2— To protect soldier* or sailors, and their families,
from
and fraud.
3— To preveut false claim* from being made against
the Government.
4.—To give gratuitous advice and Information to
soldiers aim sailors or their families ueeding it.
cy The Board of Directors supervise and control
the entire business of the Association, and the character and standing of those gentlemen will be a guarantee to the public that the business of the society
will bo conducted with fidelity and economy.
All application* relating to the business of the Association, whether bv letter or in person, should be
made to
U. TRACY 110WE, Secretary,
decl5cod4w
No. 11 Railroad l&change,Boston

JOHN

Far Females,

WARREN SPARROW,
Ofllce T4 Middle, cop. ef Exckau|e It.,
PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent of the following First Class Insurance Co’s;
National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus *600,000.
epnblic Fire Insurance Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8812,000.

Boston.

OBJECTS.

Iii half

Rappahannock.

FIRE

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1848.

Martin Brimmer.
Judge Hoar.
Joseph Coolidge,
l>eorge B. Emerson,
Edward Atkinson,
William Appleton,
Richard Frothiugham,
Quincy A. Shaw,
Charles E. Norton,
George S. Hillard,
Geo. W’m. Bond,
Patrick Donahoe.
James Freeman Clarke, F. W. Lincoln, Jr.

MUlllg VUIlMIgll.

was

Insurance

COMPANY.

DIRECTOR*

Humphrey's

Re-Crossing the

England Life

New

SATIRIC!

FOR

DIRECTORS:
John Patten,
Wm. Drummond, G. E. R. Patten,
Oliver Moses,
Sam’l I. Robinson, E. K. Harding,
M. F. Gannett, Arthur Sewall,
J. P. Morse,
J. U. Me Lei lan, Lewis Blackmer,
r*avid Patten,
Jas. F. Patten, 8. A. Houghton,
u. C. Jameson.
E. K. HARDING, President,
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
Bath. July 8.1862.
d6m

LIFE INSURANCE.

JUSTICE BIGELOW', President.
JOHN A. ANDREW’,
I
p..
AMOS A. LAW RENCE,} Vice Presidents.
W ALDO HIGGINSON, Treasurer.
U. TRACY HOWE, Secretary.

Sumner sends a message beggiug Burnside
that Franklin be directed to advance. But
Franklin cannot advance. He has enough to
do at this moment to hold his own, for Jackson has just thrown in reinforcements, and is
pushing hard to turn his left.
Meantime the reserves have not been touched. Hooker’s Central Grand—Division, Afty.
thousand fresh men—have not yet been engaged ; indeed, are yet mainly on f At* side of
the river.
“Tell Gen. Burnside that he had better, by
ail means, throw some of Hooker's in.”
Burnside replied that he 1ms directly ordered Hooker to go in, and that every man on
this side of the river shall cross.
Promptly the column is pushed down to the
Division of Bulterpontoon,
Aeld's corps leading. The wary rebels, sharply on the alert for the movement of troops,
and having a battery or two admirably raised
on the bridge, pour in the shells, and somewhat delay operations. Happily, though they
fall all around the bridge, and kill some men
on the banks, they do the structure no harm.
Incase they dojltowever,a corps of pontooniers
stand ready to repair any damage.
At 4 o'clock Gen. Hooker, who had not yet
been across the river, proceeded over, remarking to a frit ml that he was “goiug to put this
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rURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,
Or Choice Oporto Orape,

they

$10,000

CHIEF

ammunition!

up ou the flank by the left, Getty's
troops succeeded In gaining the stone wall
which we had been unable all day lo wrench
from tlie rebels. Tlie other forces rushed for
the crest- Our field batteries, which, owing
to the restricted space, bad been of hut little
use all day, were brought vigorously into play.
It was the tierce passionate climax of the battle.
From both sides two miles of batteries belched
forth treir fiery missiles athwart the ilajk
background of the night. Volleys of musketwere poured forth such as we have no parlei of in all our experience of the war, and!
which seemed as though all the demons o
earth and air were contending together. Rushing up the crest our troops had got within a
stone's
throw of tlie batteries, when the hill-top
swarmed forth in new reinforcements of rebel
infantry, who, rushing u|x>n our men* drove
them back. Tlie turn of a die decides bucIi
situations. Tlie day was lost! Our men retired. Immediately cannon and musketry
ceased tlioir roar, and in a moment the silence of death succeeded the stormy fury of
ten lious’s battle.
As Gen. Burnside, turning, walked off
through tlie garden, and mounting his horse
galloped hack to the headquarters, what
thoughts and feelings passed through his
inindl”

#300,000

His Ex.

j

i

And that
are prepared to make insurance on the
mutual principle, agaiust marine risk*, not exceeding

OFFICE.

plainly observable
by the line or smoke and Are a couple of miles
to our left below.
He was making no nearer.

SPEER'S

TH

BT«. 11 Railrtad ExrhnagrsB«»t«H,Maaa.

was

MUTIAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
E President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give uotiee that their
Capital Stock amounts to

Twelve Hand red Thousand Dollars.

Franklin's

At 8 o'clock an aid arrives from Gen. Couch
to say that his (Couch's) troops were advancing Auely; but that Wilcox was not keeping
up. “Tell Gen. Wilcox,” replies Gen. Sumner,
“tell him he must make the Ninth Army Corps
keep pace with the Second, if he can.”
At 81-2 o'clock, Sturgis, who lias been
clinging to the valley amiushowers of A re,is so
hotly pressed that “he hardly thinks he can
hold his own till Griffin comes up.”
At 4 o'clock French reports that his right is
held by a brigade (Mason) which is without

NEW

1802.

MEDICAL.

Marine la* urn nee Company.

Protective

up on the flank.”

Franklin’s position

i

WAR-CLAIM ASSOCIATION

at the head of the strsets. The troops were
bugging the city closely to escape the fearful
Are. “Where is Franklin?” was the eager inon

BATH

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.

Things were not going well with his command.
For three hours his men had been fighting at
fearful odds. They were much exhausted,
Their loss was excessive, and nothing had been
accomplished. Indeed, to the test of the ear,
at the point where we were located, it seemed
as though they were being badly pressed. The
batteries had been brought down and planted

“Everything depends

^uivncis

INSURANCE.

INSURANCE.

believed to have been left on the field within
reach of the enemy’s rifle-pits. Two brigades,
belonging to Gen. Butterfield's corps, occupy
the town as advanced pickets. Our artillery,
placed on either bank of the river, will co-operate in keeping possession of the town. The
movement, from beginning to end was a complete success, and the various commands returned to their former encampments to repose.

was

quiry.

uuiv.cia mm

MORNING, DECEMBER 23,

_-

being withdrawn from before the enemy, saying that they would have preferred
dying in front of the rebel batteries. Nevertheless. every one acquiesced in the wisdom of
the movement. Few only of the wounded are

on, thus describes what he saw, and what he
heard from the constantly arriving aids and

war-dog,”

-------

at

regret

Fredericksburg, and who had ample opportunity of hearing and seeing what was going

If he

«

fore daylight next day.
All the alck and
wounded were removed duriug the day to hospital tents on this side, with the apparent purpose. on the part of Gen. Burnside, of renewing the light ou the afternoon of that day.—
Those most seriously wounded were carried
on stretchers and ambulances, while every one
that was able to do so walked across.
The
middle pontoon bridge was chiefly used, that
being more out of the range of the enemy’s
batteries at the lower part ol the town.
Gen. Burnside inspected the position of the
troops in the afternoon, in the town, and was
greeted with cheers which must have been
distinctly heard in the enemy's lines. Activity throughout every department indicated
that a battle was imminent.
The enemy’s
batteries kept up a regular tire upon the upper crossing, in order to retard the passage of
the troops. The surgeons were ordered to be
in readiness to receive and care for a large
number of additional wounded, and red flags
were displayed on the tops of many of the
large houses in town, which were to be used
for temporary hospitals. The withdrawal of
our troops from
Fredericksburg had, however,
been determined at a council of ail the corps
commanders during the day. It was regarded a< a perilous undertaking, but one that, if
successful, would rescue the army from the
prosjiect of risking another battle, with the
prospect of accomplishing little except the
destruction of valuable lives.
The troops had received no intimation of
tiieir having to retreat, and had lain down to
rest upon tiieir arms for the night.
The order
came for them to fall in; many supposed it
wa« for an assault upon the
enemy’s works,
and were not undeceived until they found
themselves upon the |Mintoon bridges actually
returning across the stream. A heavy gale of
wind, which blew all sound away from the rebel Hues, greatly facilitated the movement.
Bridges were covered with earth to deaden
the sound of the moving artillery, and a dark
night hid every object from view.
Gen- Franklin’s grand division, occupying
the extreme lelt, lagan to move as soou as it
was dark, and the right and center of General
Sumner and Hooker took up the line of march
almost simultaneously, moving in good order,
but silently away from under the very guns of
the enemy. All three of the crossings were
used, making six bridges. Xoaccident of consequence occurred. The troops obeyed with
alacrity every order, and wailed witli patience
their turn to cross. The artillry and infantry
j alternated in moving columns, very much in
1 the order ill which they went into battle.

at
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The Cabinet and the Battle oi Fredericksof the Phil-

The Washington correspondents
al! sorts
adelphia and New York papers give
the t abiin
difficulties
to
of rumors relating
most of which
net and alleged resignations,
mere

Washington, will undoubtedly give

us

j

j
j

true state of matters. In the meantime it is
only necessary to say that one, or two, or three
of members ot tire Cabinet will

resignations
not by any means

break up tlie Government
no. not even the
nor the Administration
resignation ol the whole Cabinet. People
do well to bear in mind tire rupture in the
—

j
j

government

now.

General Burnside, it appears, is prepared to
disasassume the entire responsibility of the
trous attack at Fredericksburg. The nation

pardon much to bis energetic patriothis disposition to serve the country in
this hour of need by action. The HepubHc is
not lost, nor are the people disheartened. This
government will be saved if mortal effort is j
equal to the task, and the pitiful, yelping eow- |
ards, who have been whining and wringing j
their hands,and hunentingthe misfortune which I
would appear to have Involved these powerlul
States in sudden, overwhelming ruiu, may ns
well suspend their ulnlalion for the present.
The nation is not dying, ami if it were—is it

will

ism.

Goodwin, H;

Bussell,

J.

I.

Killed— M^jor W. L. Pitcher, Lieut. W. S.
Goodalc, J. Quimby, B: Corp. Kellar, B: A.
Candage. B: J. W. Deveris, C: .1. M. Bragg,
C: P. Proctor, C: M. Bartlett, D: Aug. Ward,
D: Samuel C. Jones, E: O. C. Bragdcn, E:
Sergt. M. Ford, F: Sergt. F. ltich, F: C. F.
Chapman, F: L. II. Mitchell, F: Corp. E.
Somers, G: Corp. A. Farnham, G : C. William,
1: J. Towers, I: S. M. Gray, I: Fred Stevens,
V: F. Otis, A: James D. Foster, B: J.J. Foster, 11: Sam. Un ites, 11: E. W'oodburn, C: A.
H. Kelts, C: Win. Finney, II: S. Gore, II:

tire

will
Cabinet of Gen. Jackson in 1830, when the
old hero was determined to have a unit, and
when those who did not choose to resign were
unceremoniously turned out. There was no
delay or disturbance in the administration of
at that time, and, will not be
the

; A.

FOURTH MAINE.

without

speculations,
appear to us to be
It is undoubtedly
fact.
any foundaiion in
his resignation,
true that Mr. Seward tendered
but it docs
did.
Chase
Mr.
that
and probable
of them have been acnot appear that either
Oftr telegraphic recepted by the President.
Associated Press
of
the
the
from
Agent
ports

Wounded—Msior S. P. Lee; Capt K. Hendrickson. A; P, .J. Landergrto, A; C. F. EmW.
ery, A ; E, King, A: S, Walker, A; Sergt.
H. Briggs, B; T. S. Welch, B; C. Bacon, B;
B. Sanders, C; 5f. Walker, C; A. B. Cummings, C; Sergt. V H. Higgins, D ; IV. C.
Smith, F; G. L. Hollins, I; J. Perry.I; Sergt.
ll. E. llurgess, H; Jas. A. Eaton, II; S. Eldridge, II; J. G. Pratt, A; J. Russell, H; A.

Drummond, H

burg.

at

MAINE.

to

better to die like men, or like hounds?

G. W. Weaver. H : Corp. A. Reynolds, I: J.
McDougall F: J. W. Foster. F: E. Drake, F;
W. II. Black, F: Amos White, F: J. Freeman. K: Corp. C. 11. Bobinson, K.
Wounded—E Libbey, Atlit.; Capt. J 11
Litchfield; Lieut. E Harding, II; Lieut. C N
Cohard, C, Lieut. W Shields, D; Lieut. U B
Abbott, D; Lieut. J G Auld, E ; Capt G J
Davis. F; Lieut E H Carr.G. Lieut W A Barker, G; ( apt E Whitcomb, I: W 11 Simpson,
A: J 11 Vanwinkle. A: Sergt 7. Bubriti, B;
Corp J McDowell, 11; Corp T J Ferguson, B:
J Comstock, B; W H Herrick,B ; J Kohler,
II: W E Moyer. B; J W White, B; Sergt S
Bobb, C: (’apt J C Ewvin.C; Corp C Strabin
C; Corp T Bemiey, C; Corp M II Hofiinan,
C; Corp W McDow ell, C; Corp I) F Spencer,
C: 11 McVannon, C; S A Emery, C; C Wlugard. C; M A Ewin, C; B F Smith, C; S Hosier, C; J Snider, C; Sergt K S Edwaster, II;
II W Gooderent, 11: II Forbes, II; C F Hudson, H; J C Parke, H: 0 W Murray, II; W
Crane, II: L Anson, II: W Conrad. H ; Corp
F H Strohecker, I; Sergt L E MeFadden, 1;
Corp (’ G Barker. I: Corp J Sharp. I; L Christ
I; W II Curtis, I: D Henney, I; W King, I;
W Mayner, I: J E Pew, I; Corp J Forrest E;
G Beaty, E; II F Danish. E; C McMullen. E;
J E Thompson. E: A White. E; J Wood, E;
Sergt. W II McCaslin, F; Corp. J Allen. F;
Corp. M Malay, F: G Hyrely, F; I! Burchard,
F: Francis Bishop, F: \V II Copp, F; Daniel
,1 Kerry. F; Sam W Dunham, F; James C
Campbell, F : Thomas Lowry. F: B Moynson,
F; J C Steward, F: J Sullman. F; G Thayer,
F: A Vincent,F; II McCloud. F; 8Simmons,
F: E C Thatcher. F: .1 French, K; T Garrigan, K: Sergt. F I) Alders, A ; Corp. M Dorsey. A; Corp. II W Ladd, A : EC Crap, A;
W Caiman. A : T Michel, A : E W Stinson. A ;
Corp. F M Tower, A : Y II Christie, H; A L
iiii’ii,

New Publications.

*•

i»

...

*•

.;

Sergt. O M Blaekington. B; Corp. C H Miller.
Thf. Results of Emancipation. B.v AugusC; (1 G Gardner, C; C .1 Katnany, C; NO
tin Cochin. Translated by Mary E. Booth.
Luscomb, C; Sergt. J C Sclioller, D; Sergt. .1
Barnard, D; Corp. S L Young. D; Sergt.S IV
Boston: Walker, Wise & Co. 12 mo. pp. xiv.
01
412. For sale in thiscitv by II. Packard,
Place, E; W B Tibbetts, E; M C Fuller, E;
C C Clement. E; LAIIall.E: OPiukba.n, E;
Excbauge street.
M. Cocliin, the well knowu journalist, for j B 1’ Tilton, F: P M Getcbell. F; D C Dickson, F: J A Poland, F; J J Sheppard. F; J
many years a contributor to tlie Journal ties
IV Clark. F; C Howard, G; E Lite, G; A
Debate, and now edltor-in-chiel' of La CoresWright, G; A Cunningham. G: C K Browpomlanee, the organ of the nuti-Xnpoleonic ridge, G; Sergt. IV II Long, II; Sergt. F I’
Ingalls, H: Corp. M I, Green. II; Corp. G F
party in France, is about forty years of age.
Kaae, II; Corp. T Maylnii, H; F Sherman. H;
Iu the prime of life, this man, win se leisure
A Page, II; II Jcllisou, II: James llinkley,
secured by an ample fortune has always been
I; Et Lowell, I: <; II Downce.I: T I) Eaton,
devoted to Hie solution of practical questions
I; G I. Steward. 1; Benj. Burr, K; Samuel
in thoroughly practical ways, lias written a
Young, K : Col. C T Campbell; Surgeon D I)
Kennedy: Sergt. IV II Hinds, A; J Bretyman,
w ork, L' Abolition <1e Eerlaraye, which lias
\ : J E Dickinson, A ; M McDonald, A ; F
been stamped with the approval of the French
Xautuan, A.
Academy, and has procured for its author an
—S. O. Curtis. A : IV. J. Moore, A ;
G. Sylvester, A : A. Trnpell, A; Corp. J. B.
order of knighthood from the Pope. In the
Longhey. B: Corp. C. IV. Hopkins, B; C. A.
report, on which was based the decree of the
Turner, 11; D. C. Norris, B; Sergt. J. A. CoAcademy conferring upon this work its first mint, C: G. Sheldon, C: T. Kellar,
C; A. Potprise, M. Vlileinaiu says, “The distinctive ter, C: B. F. Wallace. C; A. Savage, I); Sergt.
11.
C.
J.
E.
the
eminent merit of the author is that
feature,
Heath, E;
Plummer, L; G. G. S>ldelminger. E; L. B. Varney, E: Dan. Higgins,
of uniting scientificprecision with philanlliroF: Corp. C.A. Knight, G: J. C. Clark. G; D.
pi c ardor.” Xo other testimony to M. Cochin's Alien.
A; H. Young, II; J. Webster, H; Serability or accuracy need be adduced; it is geant G. F. Know lion, 1: C. Parker, I; John
Ward, I: Corp. C. Hanning, K; Lieut. C. Mcproper however to add, that lie has had access
Grav. A : Lieut. G. F. Bonnie. H : Corp. Is. C.
to all the published and unpublished records
Mill'd. U ;; a. <
II; A. Tl. Muller, H; E.
rec,u»«>
so
as
of every stale in F.urope,
fax
Phelps. II; A. Lusibatigh, H; F. Kentlscli, H;
ords liear on Ids subject; and better still, that
A. Gudley, II; M. Horton, II: IV. IV. Wright,
II; T. J. Duncan. 1; Arthur Henley, I; John
he has known and associated familiarly with
Ldwstetter, I; J. M. Moulties,I; T. U. Pond,
men who have been conspicuous in the progI: II. Shall, I; H. Snider. I: C. Sawclie-t, I;
r ass of the great reform of w hich he lias beSergt. II. Mitchell, E; I. M. Martin, E; K.
come the historian.
Walker, E: F. L. Breast. E: Corp. G. IV. Keefer, F; IV. IV. Alien, F; A. E. Benjamin, F;
Such is the work of winch the first volume
M. Brink, F; G. IV. Dennin. F: H. M. Dorsou,
c ontaluing the Results of Emancipation, is
F: Sergt. Geo. Patten, F; Corp. IV. Brooke;
A. B. Pew ; li. Harris; A. H- Men-rnick; Corn.
now presented to American readers. The gift is
P. I). Kispaugh, A ; Corp. F. C. Dicker, A; L
timely. Among all nations called Christian,on- T.
Bray. A ; A. Clink. A : O. Dickson, A ; T.
ly the United Slates of America (the Southern Maynard, A; Sergt. J. E. Mr Knight, B; Corp.
J. McKinley, B: J.P. Allanson.B; James EngUnited States, as M. Cochin is accustomed to
lish, B: Dan. Jones, B; Dan. P. Harvey, B;
say with just discrimination) and Spain are
Geo. Mot semis. B; T. IV. James, B; Sam.
In this country slavery has
now slavcholding.
Johnson, B: II. M. Carnes. B: D. A. McKnight,
become an outlaw, to suffer death if taken, and
B: Allen Wier. B: IV. C. Harvey, B; C. Hudif not taken to starve—at any rate to die! Thai
son, B; I). D. Burton. B.
is the doom, which uo man nor pat ty eau avert.
1

Whether this Union, for which so many lives
have been cheerfully oflered. shall lie restored

Casualties in the Maine Second.

Chaplain of the Maine 2d communicates
followiug list of casualties in that regiment, at the battle of Fredericksburg on Saturday. Dec. 13. The regiment was under fire
The

pass away in shame and sorrow, whatever in
the future is uncertain, the doom of slavery is

or

the

fixed.

There is the one fact of the years that
are coining, and it behooves us to consider
well

whatceonsequences

hut

flow from that liict,

re-

eloquent figures. The slave
trade was abolished by England in ISO"; by
the United Slates iu 1808; by Deumurk, Porlook at a Tew

tugal, and Chili, in 1811: by Sweden in 1813;
by Holland and France in 1815: and, last of
all, by Spaiu In 1822. Slavery itself was abolished in the English colonies in 1834; by Sweden in 1840; by Denmark, Uruguay, Walluchia, and Turn's, in 184"; by France in 1848;
by Portugal iu 1856; by Kussia in 1861; and
by Hollaud on the 8tli of last August. What
steady progress do we behold here—how silent
This is God’s
for the most part, but sure!
way, as He makes the corn grow while men
M. Cochin
are sleeping.
And the results?

deduces from the statistics which

measure

the

emancipation, by the severest methods of strict science,
this striking conclusion: ‘‘Slavery is not a
necessary evil; always censurable, it ends by
not being useful.
God has established unison
between all things, and the science of {solitical
economy holds the same language as morality.”
results of these successive acts of

For

a

second time a Frenchman lias written

book which every thoughtful American will
desire to read. The interest in De Tocquc-

a

ville's great work has been augmented by his
recent death, inviting attention to his deeds
and words.

But this book on the Abolition of

wounded

slightly

in

arm.

striction of the range of this gigantic evil, till
at hut it turns at bay on this continent.
Let
us

Varney,

Adjutant Mudgett, wounded slightly in foot.
Capt. Wiggin, Co. A, wounded seriously in

emancipation.

Tliis century litis witnessed the gradual

short time:

Lieut. Col.
head.

what have been and therefore what will be the
results of

a

1

:

Capt. Wilson, F. slightly in head.
Capt. Currier, C, slightly in knee.
Lieut. Downs, E, seriously in arm.
Lieut. Arthur Whitcomb. F, seriously in
leg.
Lieut. Kittridge, D, slightly.
Lieut. Millett, I), slightly in foot.
Color iiergeaiit Kennedy Stewart, seriously
in lungs.
Set'g. Anderson, A. slightly in arm.
Serg. J. Sawyer, K,slightly.
Corp. McKeen, C, slightly in arm.
Corp. Benson. A, slightly in face.
Win. Patterson, E, seriously in body.
P. Carney. A. leg amputated below the knee.
E. Kent, A. slightly m leg.
W. Orcutl. A, slightly in lace.
Alvah Godfrey. A, seriously in leg.
Charles Keen, F, seriously in groin.
-Kobinson, G, slightly in head.
J. Jordan, H, seriously in both legs.
S. Hurd. H, slightly in arm.
Charles

Morris, C, slightly in face.
-Keen, D, stunned by a shell.
H. F. York. F, slightly in leg.
Peter Welch, G, slightly.
J. Winslow, K, slightly In neck.
E. W. Burns. K, slightly in leg.
J. Wallace, E. slightly in hand.
Patrick Carey, G,slightly in hand.
Alden Frazer, G, slightly iu leg.
The Chaplain adds:
“The above is correct, I think, so far as ij
goes, and 1 have taken some pains to get all.
We hope none of the wouuds will prove fatal,
though the hope is very slight of Sergeant
and Private Patterson.”

Stewart

Slavery grapples with the most terrible question
that will

ever

lie put to this

The Besults of Emancipation
was

generation.—

come

first.

It

necessary to know whither we arc mov; next let us see the Kesults of Slavery, in

ing
Spain, in

the United States, ail the world over,
for this Is the subject of M. Cochin's second

volume.
The labor of translation <s creditably, though
not faultlessly done.
Thus, “the quality of
father” should be “the relation11; “touching

Gen. Butler is

just

at

present

the best abused officers in the service.
is

{Secretary

Seward's

reply

to

respecting

tlm

of

Here

the

protest of the British government
famous order

one

squeamish
against his

New Orleans

I answered hint that he must a-k his government. in reading that proclamation, to adopt a
rule of'construction which the British nation
had elevated to the dignity of a principle, and
made the motto of their national arms
and grandiose are epithets which refuse to
"Hunt soil qui mat y pease.'' That it was not
until a gross construction of the order was
coalesce ; “declamation lias rendered the
brought to tlte know ledge of this government
cause of the slave
fastidious,” that is nice, Is that
we saw that the proclamation contained
meant to say disgusting-, and enthused is not
u/i double entendre.
That gross meaning the government of
English at all. But enough. We hope to see
course rejected, and it regretted that in tire
the second volume translated by the same
; haste
of composition a phraseology which
hand, with a little more careful revision per- !
could be mistaken or perverted had been used.
and
if
it
is
and
bound
as eleganthaps,
printed
1 w as happy, however, to inform him that all
ly as tills, there will lie nothing to desire in sensibility about the order seemed to have
those respects.
passed away, and no complaints were now
heard of any impropriety of conduct on the
part of the ladies of New Orleans. I exS3T” Brig. Gen. John C. Caldwell of the
plained, also, to Mr. Stuart, the ground of the
United Stales Volunteers is reported wounded
sensibility of our army to female discourtesy.
in two places, but not seriously. He went out
Our soldiers are mainly young American citiIn the present war as Colonel of the. lltli
zens of education and respectability
ChivalMaine. General Caldwell was born in Verrous
respect to the sex is a national sentiment.
mont, but bis appointment, which is dated
Hitherto it has been met by a gentle and reApril 28th, 1862, Is credited to the State of spectful courtesy by those to whom the homMaine. He was principal of Mae bias Acadeage is so properly
paid.—[.Wr. Seward to Mr.
1
my.
Adame, July 0,18*32.
—

following

Burnside's Official Report of the Battle ol Fredericksburg.

IXeadql ahtf.us

Abmv of

Potomac, |
j

Falmouth, Vu.. Dec. HI.

Moj. Gen. llalleck,
S. Army :—General:—1
fer the following reasons
of the Potomac across
To

I
ed Dec. 2.
John C. Ford, B, 19th, Diarrhea, Dec. 2—transferred
Dec. 2.
Martin 1). Emery. 2d Mass., Dixmont,—returned to
duty Dec. 6.
W. P. Hamilton, C, 10th, Portland,—returned to duty Nov. 27.
Chas. C. Spear, A, loth, wounded— discharged Nov 3.
Abel L. Young, A, 18th, Diarrhoea. Dec. 7.
i
Magoun, 4th batten—detailed nurse.
Hilbert Fanning, K, 33d Mass., Lubec, jauudice,
Nov. 28.
!

transfei red l>t*c. 4.

absence of articles which

pected
8ef.

Serg't

L. M. Robinson, G, 1st cav., Hart ford,chronio
diarrhea. Nov 21.
»-* ca\.,Livermore,chronic diar'a, do.
Win.Dobla.
F. S. Abbot I, B. 16th Mass., Belgrade, tvphoid lever,
—died Nov. 24th.

or

|

STREET

HOSPITAL.

Nov. 8.

in its

1

perfectly

to N Y. Dec 4th.
Charles 11. Nelson, H, 19th, phthisic, Dec.2—transferred to N. Y. Dec 24.
James S Cleaveland, I, 19th, Dec. 2—transferred to
N Y. Dec 21.
N

hospital

will be found

Enoch rtiilbrick, C, 20th, fever, Nov. 9—transferred

Serg't L.C.Fairchild. II, 7th.Bangor,dischg'd Nov .27.
*•
Roswell Burgess, U, 4tl»,
24.
24.
Serg’t John Butter,B. 4th, Rockland,
Chas. L. Holt, B. 20th—transferred to N. Y. Dec. 4.
•*
Nathan Lamb. B, 19tb,

office, it proposes

The

bronchitis. Nov. 9—

KINO STREET HOSPITAL.

own

new

Instruction
desirous of

good,

and is

worthy

Holiday Giftb

Shocking Affair.—Wednesday afternoon,
Mr. Herman Shottler, who resides upon
Western Avenue, was trying to drive a hog
out of his yard, the animal made a furious attack upon him, knocking him down, biting,
and otherwise injuring him so severely that it
was thought he would not survive.
Mr. Shottier has been an invalid for some two years
its

From the 17th Maine Keigment.
Battle Field nkah

Fredericksburg,
Dec. ft, 1961 J
I

To the Editor* of the Pre**:
The 17th Maine was in the

day. and
for

a

under

a

heavy

fight of

considerable part of from 3
and

to

and Finnish

I send you for information of friends of the
names of the killed and wound-

vate

Melvin II.

Cooper,

P

T IM...

P-

T.

languages.

lished, it is said,

He has

already pub-

less than twenty-seven
different works in the numerous dialects of

ed:
C_T

Bonaparte, whose

life lias been devoted to philological studies,
has published an elal>orate work on the Basque

regiment, the
r-».

paralytic shock, consedefend himself.—[Bath

Prince Louis Lticien

men

eral.

IT,,

a
to

Times.

0 hours.—

displayed coolness and
were complimented by our Gen-

The officers and

gallantry,

past, suffering from
quently was unable

Satur-

fire of shot and shell

Italy,

S-

Co. F.

anil

no

thirty-one

Scotland.

Wot’NDEI), Co. A—Leonard A. Pettingill,

in those of

A number of liooks

ierlx Iisva luipn tiriiitml

111,

England

on

and

similar sub-

nwn AYluiniA rill

tldgli, serious; Serg. Geo. P. Grover, knee,
slight; Corporal Simon C. Paine, two lingers j his private press iu London.
lo-t; private Patrick McGratt, foot seriously;
£JF“ The case of the knife with a new blade
Peter McGirt, shoulder, slight.
and two new handles, and the perplexing iiuesCo. B—Private Samuel B. Libby, in head,
tion about its identity have come up iua new
serious; Stephen Morton,shoulder, slight.
Co. C—Private Edward C. Allen, in hand,
form iu the experience of a poor boy, who aj>seriously.
plied to a Boston police officer the other night
Co. E—Private E. Greely Marston, in head,
for shelter in the station house. “See, Cap’ll,"
seriously.
Co. E—Private ('has. Twitched, in finger,
he said, “You see. first my fatherdied, and iny
slight; Eiiab Murdock, side, slight; Chas. H. mother married again; and then my mother
in

Morse, do.

Co. O—Private Ebenezer Tyler, hand, seriously.
Co. II—Corporal Samuel P. Horr, foot, seriously ; Sumner Winslow, foot, slightly; Edward Haskell, leg. seriously ; Samuel Donnell,
legido; Uenseluer Morton, hand slightly.

Total, 2 killed, 18 wounded; no officers injured.
The regiment went into the fight with field,
stall' and Hue officers 27; enlisted men 618.—
Missing none.
Cos. I). and K had

haste,

as we are

no

casualties. Please

still

on

died, and my father married again, and some
how or other I don’t seem to have no parents
at all, nor no home, nor no nothing.”
£3f Recently while the court

|

where we have been for about 50 hours.

Thomas A. Roberts,
Col. Commanding 17th Maine Reg.

was

startled by the

buy?—This is the question which agitates the minds of parents just
shall we

now; and we advise those on whom the usual
j holiday demands will be made, to step into the
bookstore of Bailey & Noyes, fully believing

ses-

coming frigid:
Dissolve I'rigus, ligna super foco
Large reponeu*.

peror

rumors

account

I

■

S. H. COLESWORTH Y’S,
No. 92

Eirhanie

Sure I.

only true

on as

■■■

and

dentifrice

known.

having a healthy and preserving effect on

or

a

benefi-

imparting

lightfully refreshing taste

a

de-

and

feeling to the mouth,
correcting all disagreeable odors arising from decayed teeth, use of tobacco, 4c. Its fragrauce and convenience make it a pleasure to use it ; it is perfectly
free from all ncids or oilier iugredieuts having the
least tendency to injure the enamel, and recommended by many of the most eminent deutiats, chemists,
physicians aud scientific gentlemen of the day.
Kead testimonial from a large majority of the first
and Apotbecaiies in this city,
many of
whom have personally used the .Sozodont, and well
know its merits:

Druggists

Fancy Articles,

-VOB-

thridmasA New Y ear’s Presents.
dec288vr

HEW YORE AHD VIRGINIA

O Y S T E H S

,

Cooked in tbe best manner, at the

ALBION

RESTAURANT.

Meal, at all hour., cooked to order.
-ALSO1

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAl’GHT.

G. D. MILLER,

Rear

Proprietor,

L\ S. Hotel. No. 117 Federal Street, Portland.

dec23 3m

County

MARGARET

We. the undeisigned. Druggists and Apothecaries
Boston, most cln-erinllv testify that we have sold
time past the dent ifi ice known as VAN BL'SKIKK'S 8UZu DON'T, and find it gives entire satisfaction to our customeis; and we believe it to be
what its title indicates, *A Pieserver of the Teeth”—
an elegant toilet article, weiJ
worthy the encomiums
it has received iu New York, Bostoii, and other large
of

lor some

|

|

cities:

G. C. Goodwin 4 co., II and 12 Marshall street.
M. tS. Burr 4 co., 28 Tremont street.
Weeks 4 Potter. 110 Washington street.
Jno. W ilbon, Jr. 4 co., 138 Washington si.
S. M. Uolcokd 4 co.,86 lianover stieet.
Carter, Bust 4 co., 45 lianover street.
Jno. I Brown 4 SON. 427and995 Washingtonst.
Orlando Tompkins, 271 Washington street.
Cbcrcb, Choate 4 co.. 881 Washington st.
Joseph T. Brown, 292 Washington street.
W illiam Brown. 547 Washington street.
Frederick Brown, 88 Washington street.
A U. Wilbor. 745 Washington street.
G. D. Dows. 525 Washington street.
Octavius Kino, 854 Wa-hingtou street.
Charles II. Call. 939 Washington street.
Benj. Gilpatrick. Jr., 823 Washington street.
P. Ambrose Young,897 Washington stieet.
Hakuih 4 Chapman, ISO Tremont street.
W. D. Atkinson. Jr., 186 Tremont street.
W. B. Hioinbotiiom. ia iWmfliit street.
STLV ESTER Almy.64 Tremont street.
Bicker 4 Barrett. 232 Treinout street.
K. M. .Skinner. 27 Tremont street.
Francis T. Church, cor. Court and Howard sts.
U. A. ( no ate. 1 I evere House.
Alexander B. Wilbor. ItQ Court street.
Z. S. .Sampson, cor. Court and IIanover streets.
Ellii F. Miller, cor. lianover and Union sts.
Granville M.ClaRK.cor. Hanot er and Salem sts.
Jas Foi.bom, 238 Shawniut avenue.
Leopard Babo. 33 Bovlston street.
Jas. A. Glkkron. 77 Harrison avenue.
I. Bartlett Patten, 27 Harrison avenue.
A. Littlepld. under Uuited .States Hotel.

MARINE

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

Ship Winouab, (new,

j

1150 tous.)

port.

AT a Comof Pbobatb held at Portland, within
and for tlie County of C umberland, on the third
Tuesday of December, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
BRYANT, Executor of the last Will
and testament of John £piller. lute of Raymond in saia County, deceased, having presented his
tlrst account of administration of said estate for probate
It ica* Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to all persons interested, by causiug norice to be
published three weeks successively iu the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a Probate Coart to be held at said Portland,
on the third Tuesday of Jauuarv next, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the wm should not be allowed.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
r w3w*'
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

Lunt, Newbury-

Bark Jane Lowdcn, (Br) Goodman, Bedford E, in
ballast.
Sch Henrv, 3Iyrick, Boston for Gouldsboro, (crew
badlv lrost bitten )
Sen Atlantic, Coombs, Boston for Belfast.
Steamer Chesapeake. Wilk-ts. New York.
Steamer Iron Age, small. Pembroke lor Boston.

Ship P

& Co.

G

WILLIAM

CLEARED.
Blanchard, York. Liverpool, II Winslow

Brig Tho* Gwnaor, York, Matanzas, bjr Chase Bros

Si Co.
Sch

Anaconda, (Br) Atkinson, Minuda NS,

master.

The new ship Winona, which arrived at this port
on 31omIay, trom
Newbury port, i* the fl9Ui ship
built by Mr. John t urner, bt N. She is 1160 ton*
ami will load deals at this lor Europe.

At a Cocbt or Phobatk held at Portland, within
aud for the County ot Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of December, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
WEBB. Administrator of the Estate of
Daniel W. Anthoine. late of Windham in said
County, deceased, having presented his petition for
license to sell and convey the right to redeem certain
real estate of said deceased, as described in said petit ion. an advantageous oflbr having bceu made
therefor:
It was Ortlered, that the said Ad mi no tat or give notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press printed at Portland, that they mav
appear
at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on
the third Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROW'S, Judge.
A true copy. Attest,

disasters.

Ship Geneva. from Calcutta for Boston, before reported at Mauritius, iu distress, ha* been sold lor
#2950. Her cargo has becu transferred to auother
vessel.
Ship Dashaway. from Calcutta for London, put iuI to 3lauritius otli’ult. leaky. She was making about

inches per hour in the harbor. She had shifted
her cai go, and had a list of tive or six streaks.
Bark Addison Child, Smith, from New York for
Palermo, previously reported ashore on the Cabadeila. Port S|>aiit. liecante a total loa*.
Brig L P Snow, from Bangor tor Fortress Monroe,
is a.-bore on Cape Henry, and will probably become
u total low.
*
Sob 31 oses Waring, of Baugor. with a cargo of coal
i* a»liore on Great Point, uear Nantucket.
Brig 3tary k Susan, of Calais, west ashore 19th
Inst, on Townsend luiet Bar, a..d lie* in a dangerous
situation, she is loaded with oil, and was bound to
New York, from New Bedford.

2]

The SOZODONT is put up in bottles, each of which
ii inclosed in a neat bdx, on which are labels, and directions inside, in English, French, Spanish aud Ger-

languages.

Price 91 ©euts per bottle.
by Druggists every where.

Sold

Trial Bottles and Testimonials obtained gratis of
11. H. HAY, Agent.
Junction of Free and Middle

of

ANSEL

indispensable to tlie preservation of the teeth. The
Sozodont is offered with all confidence as a Beautificr
and Preserver of the Teeth, a scientific combination,
so

every ingredient of which is known to have
cial influence on the teeth and gums,

ALBIUS,

large assortment

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the
of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of December, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
L. LURING. Administrator of the estate
of Jamo* C. Dill,late of Yarmouth in said CounBAIL*
9TKAMKU
FROM
FOR
deceased, having presented his tlrst account of adty,
Glasgow.Liverpool.New York.. Dec 10 ! ministration of said estate for probate:
.Boston.Dec 13
Europa.Liverpool
It MVM Ordered, That the said Administrator give
Borussia..Southampton..New York. ..Dec 17
Etna .Liverpool.New York .Dec 17
be published three weeks successively, in the Maine
Persia.Liverpool.New York.. Dec 20
.State Press, printed at Portland, that they may apV w York
Dec27 :
Africa.Liverpool
pear at a Probate Court to be held at said' Portland,
Dec 31
liammonia.Southampton. New York
on the third Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
TO DKPAKT.
j clock in the forenoon, and show cause if any they
24
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec
have, why the same should not be allow*!.
Liverpool.Dec 27
Norwegian.Port laud
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge
Edinburg.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 27
A true copy, Attest,
Bavaria.New York. Hamburg.Dec 27
27 w8W
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
York
31
Scotia.New
Liverpool.Dec
Glasgow.Neva York. Liverpool.Jau 3
At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
nd
for the County of Cumberland, on the third T esPANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamer*.carryof December, iu the year of our Lord
day
in
tor
and
Mails
eight
Calit'oruia,
ing
Aspiuwail. Panama,
hundred and sixty-two,
leave New York on the 1st, Uth, and 21st of each
FROST, Administratrix of the esmouth.
tate of David F. Frost, late of Gorham, in said
! County, deceased,
having preseiited her petition for
license
to sell and convey certain real estate of said
>11 Nl ATT RE ALMANAC
deceased, as described iu said petition, an advanta23
Tuesday.December
geous offer having been made therefor
HIGH WATER.
SUN.
It teas Ordered. That the said Petitioner
|
give
Rises 7.27 | Set*. 4 32 Morn’g 12 12 1 Eveu g 12 37
notice to all persons interested, by
causiug notice to
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav
appear at a Probate Court to be held at said' Portland,
on the third Tuesday of January next, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, and show cause if
any they
have, why the same should not be granted.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
WILLI AM G. BARROWS, Judge.
I A true copy, attest.
r w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
Moadar. December 22.

only

proved them injurious to the enamel of the teeth,

a

Gift Books and

■

In this city Dec. 15th, Annie K.. daughter of Geo.
and ( lara P. Norton, aged 3 months.
In Scarborough, Dec 17th, of typhoid fever, Lydia
France*, youngest daughter of the late George, and
Lydia Libby, aged 23 years 5 mouths.
'In Hath l>ec. 2uth, Charles A. Trull, son of J. B.
Trull, Esq., aged 22 years 6 mouths—a private in Co.
D. 3d Me. Reg.
lit North Yarmouth Dec 13th, Air*. Margery Lorlug, aged 77 years.
lii Augusta Dec 1st, Mrs Hannah L., wife of James
Reagan, aged 28 year#.
In Bethel. Air. Peter York, an old settler, aged 8&.
In Waterford Nov. 24th. Albion K. Monk, aged 43.
lu Livermore Dec 6th, Mrs Nancy Durgiu, aged 78.
In Carthage, Air. Ezra Maples, aged 35.

the teeth and gums. Hundreds of worthless preparations have already been offered as such in the forms
of powder, pastes and IhjuuIs, when a trial has

man

PHOTOGRAPH

._

The public have long beeu in want of some convenient, safe and beneficial deutifrice which could be
relied

\LOO

DIED.

“SOZODONT” is derived from the
preserve) and oitontcB (the teeth);
|
Sozodont, “A Preserver of the Teeth.”
I
FRAGRANT SOZODONT,

I

1

streets, Portland.

|

decl9*8t

JOHN

|
j

I

1

j

w3w27'

EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
DOMESTIC PORTS.
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday of l>**cen»ber, in the year of our Lord eightccu
SAN FRANCISCO—(By tel ] Sid 19th inst. ship
hundred andfixty-two,
! 31 on soon. Merrill, tor Hong Kong.
F. PKKLEY, Administrator of the esA remarkable case of dcafuess cured iu twenty four
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th. brig H C Brooks. Miller,
tate of M«nidv Foster, late of Brhigton iu said
from
Guauica
sell
iHiuiel
PR;
Williams,
llopkius,
hours by Mrs. M.G. Brown, Professor on the E €
County, deceased, having presented his second and
; Barbadoes.
and Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard's Eye Water.
tiual account of administration of said estate for
Cld 18th. sch* Gen Kuox. Fountain, Boston; Fred
\V.irr.
I
I.. IMiilail,.) iiIiim
probate:
"I. Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, PortIt m*<m Ordered, Thus the said Administrator give
18th.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld
ships
Forge.
Valley
land, give this certificate, to certify that 1 have been
Cowell, Panama; John Bernard, Jarucoou, Trinidad; j notice to all person* interested, bv causing notice to
deaf from a child, aud for twelve years past have
bo published three weeks successively in the Maine
-eh Detiauce. E« aus. Cardenas.
State Press, printed at Portland, that thev mav apbeen quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars,
CM 19th. brig Augeliuc. Lucy. Belfast
ELIZA BETtlPORT— Sid I$th, brig Robin, Corpear at a Probate Court to be held at *ai«f Portland,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Saton
the third Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
thell, Saieiu.
clock in the forenoon, and show' cause, if auy they
urday I went to the Preble House and made arrangeNEW YORK —Ar 19th, ships James Hovey.Thornhave, whv the same should not be allowed.
dike. Loudon; Margaret, Warner, do; bark’s Parthiments for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
an. Miller.Odessa; Joseph Meigs. Baker, N Orleans;
hours after her first application 1 could hear every
A true copy, attest.
brigs O C Clary, Philbrook, Turkey and Gibraltar;
voice in the house. I can now stand in the cellar aud
27 w3w*
KUOEXF. IIUMPH RKY. Register.
schs Martha
Sarah Peters, Higgins,
Nic;
Greytown,
hear the clock tick tra the parlor. Grateful to God
I^mbelt, Malaga: J W Miner. Berry, Alexandria;
for
Elizabeth
< ourt of Probate held at Portland, within and
Sea
Bird,
Jones.
Portland;
At
a
Joseph
port
for his great deliverauce, I heartily commend hei
for the County of Cumberland, ou the third TuesTurner, Crowell, do for New Bedford: Rio, Plumin mb- of treatment to all who suffer as 1 have doue.'
mer, Machia*; t„*uuil. Brewster. Rocklaudd.
day of December, in the year of our Lord eighteen
K.vf-rv Willll tlf llik«aiu>ll ail.I u-,.otr
ala.. Cntn.nl.
Ar 29th, ship Princes*. Bearse, London; schs Jos P
hundred and sixtv-two.
Ames. ( hipman, and Amelia. Sanborn. Rockland.
L. HALL. Administratrix of the estate
healed, and a cure warranted. Charge* moderate.
ha* Davenport, Preble, Liverpool;
Cld 19th. ship
of Abby D. Hall, late of Portland, in said
MRS. M. G. BROWN,
sch N Berry. Point a Pet re.
u*» iur prrM-nini urr nr*t KCOIUI
Nov. 18—If
Cld29th, ship Lydia. Southwick, Key West; bark i of ail ministration of said estate for probate:
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Xautho, Chapman. AspiuwaJI; brigs Atlantic, Black
It mym Ordrrrd,That the said Administratrix give rolor Baibadoes; ocean Traveller. Sargent, Bermuda; | tice to ail persons interested, by causing notice to be
Diseases of the I/rinary Organs,
sch Mt Hope. Kensington, for tioeklaud: Coucordia,
Wished three weeks successively in the Maine State
Kendrick, and Dolphin, Kelley, Boston.
'res*, printed at Portland, that they may appear at
ZfT~J C. MOTT, M. D., Operating and Consulting
Sid 2uh. transport ships Win Woodbury.and Wina
Probate
Coart to be held at said UnrCand. on tbe
and
attends
to
Dis
Surgeon
Physician,
exclusively
dermere.
third Tuesday of January uext, at ten of the dock
eases of the I’rinary and Genital organs, and Fcmah
Ar21st, ships Albion.William*. Liverpool 7th; RC
iu the forenoon, nnd show cause, if any they have,
( oinplaints of all kinds, and the more obscure dis
Winthrop, Harding, Havre Oct 14.
eases of tbe Pelvic Vioera, as Piles,
why tbe same should not be allowed.
Ruptures,Hydro
Ar 22rt, ships Constitution. Cutter, Liverpool lsl
WILLIAM G. BAKHOWS. Judge.
cele. Varicocele, Fistula. Fairly Decline of Manhood
ult;
Excelsior, Swift, do; Claiisa Currier, do.
A true copy, attest,
*<•
Dr. M keeps himself posted in all the improve
NEWPORT—Ar 19th, schs Pallas. Peudleton. fYoni
27w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY Register
; nients in the cure of Disease, made in this countn
Rockland for New York ; Hiawatha. Iiigrabatn, dc
or Europe, and -pares no expense that his patieut'i
fordo; Ered Dyer, Shute. fm Portland lor Fortran
may have the best medical and surgical treat men
At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within aad
Monroe; Alquiza. Long, Thomastou for Baltimore:
the world affords.
Advice free.
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesrj^Otflce to
White Sea. Jones, Portland for New York; Isaac CoCourt street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A. M. to 1
day of December.iu the year of our Lord eighteen
hen
Hertz, Spear, fiu Rocklaud fordo; L W Pierce
and 6 to 8 P. M.
P. M
hu dred and sixtv-two,
|
Lord, Portland for do; Texas, Orr. do for New Ha
Mrs. M who is thoroughly versed in the afllictivi
(i. MOORE. widow of Jonathan Moore,
veu; H Baker, Webber, do for New York.
maladies of her sex. can he consulted
ladies.
late of Portland iu said County, deceased, havby
Shi 19th. sch Baltimore, Hix, Komlout for Boston
Patients furnished with board and exiteiiencet
ing presented her (wtitioa for an allowance out of
PUoVJLNCEToWN— Ar 18th, sch Reporter, fron'
nurses.
seg od6n
tin* (>ersoiia) estate of w hich he died possessed;
Rocklaud lor New York
II teas Ihrilrrtil,That the said Petitioner give notice
BOSTON—Cld 20th, barks Laconia. Bearse. New
A Good Sr hi no Bei> has become au almost indi*
to all persons interested, by cansing notice to be pnbOrleans; Oak, Ryder, Philadelphia; brigs Nathauie
tished
three weeks successively in the Maine State
pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity
Stevens Haskell. Wilmington. Del: seb* Calais Pack
Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a
| with every family, while the united testimony o f et, Hatch. New York. Geo B Loring, Dewy, King
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
atou: R 1( Higgins. Baker, tor Philadelphia; Billow
Physicians has placed their health fulness beyom I
third Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
Given, Port and.
Iu the forenoon. and show cause, if any they have,
question.
Ar 2d, bark Commerce, (new) of ami fYom Daina
why tbe same should not be granted.
No invalid should be without one.
riscotta: schs Grace, Brown, Lepieaux NB; Oiisou
WILLIAM U BARROWS, Judge.
Mann. Freeport.
As an evidence of the superiorly of
A true copy attest.
Cld 221. bark ocean Favorite. Tibbetts. Portland
27
w8w*
COREY’S -PREBLE” SPRING BED
EUGENB HUMPHREY. Register.
to load fbr Buenos Ayres; brig Ann Elizabeth. Pow
overall others, is the fact that the demaud for thi »
era. West Coast Africa.
1
fllllE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
GLOUCESTER— Ar 19th, brig Harp. Clay. Bangui
Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
X concerned, that be has been duly appointed and
tor New York; schs Cosmos, Boston lor Thomastou
tf
October 1.1862.
taken upou himself the trust of Administrator o! the
EC Buxton, Saco tor New York; Maitha Hall, tn

Brown will be at

SAMUEL

II

nrn.

MARIA

1

fu

SARAH

|

of the disEm-

SOMETHING NEW.—Please call and

examin

Mrs. Fot's Patent Corset Skirt Supported
which is a new and very desirable article. It is
die- and Misses
Price
and

of the busi-

using it

need

no

1

Ls

other of either.

$1.25, which is cheu|ier than the Corset alone

serves

the

The

certainly true to the French character,
and possibly true in fact*— His majesty has a
|
j that the number and variety of books to be { ihealer attached to his palace at Compiegne,
! ound there, will satisfy the most difficult.— | ami always has a company of the best actors
1
j They have a fine assortment in the most splen- j during his sojourn there. While they were
|
! did bindings, as well as all the standard publighting up the theater one evening, the chief
lications in less showy but more useful covers. | of the police discovered three suspicious look- j
If you want Photographic Albums, it is the
ing men iu a corner of one ol the boxes.— |
“Whoare you?” a-ked the chief of the police.
place to buy at Bailey & Noyes'.
For the J uveniles they have replenished
“We belong to the secret police, anil are sent
; their counters, and young America cannot fail
here by the orders of the chief, Monsieur B.”
i to find something to please. Besides these, no
“Ah, you know M. B-? Gentlemen, be
doubt a good variety of fancy goods may be
so good as to show what you have about you.
found to tempt the buyer. It is well worth
Revolvers, eh ? That is what I expected.—
the time spent in examining this collection ol
Gentlemen, I arrest you. Le chef (le police
holiday goods.
c'e$l moi!”
is

ft !

-AT-

3d*

Corset, Skirt-Supporter and Jiishvp combined.

plot or plots to assassinate the
Napoleon, have been rife ol' late.

following melo dramatic
ness

Cost.—Mrs. II. M. Wheeler,

THE WORD

beliece so.”

a

Splendid

PLEASE THE GIRLS AND B0T3

In Augusta Dec 11th, Louis F. C. Weeks and Miss
Catharine Houdtette, both of Dresden.
In Yassalboro Nov 30th, James M. Richardson, of
Gardiner, and Mi** Clara Rice.
In Wayue, George W. Raymond and Miss Henrietta L.Frost.

Greek words bozo (to

your

covery of

TO

ton.

77 Free Street.

Dee. S3d.

Honor,” replied the official addressed, adding alter a inouieut’s reflection, “I
“Ye»,

£j^“ Various undefined
Wiiat

in

England, the
following mandate

from the Bench: "Mr. Sheriff, renovate the
Are, as the pedal digits of the Court are be-

ex-

the battle field

was

siou at a certain town in New
sheriff

at

Deafness Cured.—Mrs. M. G.
the Preble House for one week.

•*

•*

a

Puzzles, Toys, &c.

Similar re-

confidence.

and

T O Y

In this city, Dec. 9th, by Rev. W. S. Perrv, Thos.
Harnmel and Mis* Jane Hanley, both of this city.
In this city. Dec. 16th, by Rev. W. S. Perry, Ira G.
Taibot, of this city, and Miss Eliza Benson, of Bos-

arc

closing business, offers her entire stock*
consisting of useful and fancy articles, AT COST,
among which may be found a great variety of Games*

leg

of unlimited

obtaining

Piano-forte.—All who

desirous of

from other hospitals will be forthcoming.
The Maine Soldiers’ Association, considering
its limited means, we are assured is doing a
deal of

on the

1

turns

| great

New

MARRIED.

NOTICES.

knowledge of the use of the
Piano, can find a competent instructress at No. 99
Federal street. Terms moderate.
dec23

published to-dayinteresting. They are

and accurate.

Liverpool

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OFFICE.

at 12.49 and 71 1*. M.
Closes at
7.45 A M. and 1.30 1* M
SASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
iTEAMBoAT MAIL—Arrives from Ka«tport Ale., St
John NH and the British Province*.Tuesday inorumorning*. Closes Thursday at 4 P. M.
■CI ROPE—Close* every Saturday at 1.30 I*. AI.
AN A DA—Arrives at 1.60 P. AI.
Closes at 12 M.
OUNTKY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at
9 P. M.
ar< mice open daily (Sundays excepted) from 8
A. M. to 9 P. AI. Ou Sundays, from 8} to 9} A. M.

;

SPECIAL

returns

and

reliable

fm

•

exhibit the

to

Queen,

s60. 91

have been ex- I WESTERN—Arrives

York, in preference to old Port
It is worth a trial, os it gives great satisfacde&2 dly

Wine.

original manuscript! as though an editorial
forgery would be perpetrated by the types and
not in the manuscript itself. That won’t go
down, ueighbor.

Robert Bis bee—returned todutv Nov. 11.
A. C. Piav, C. 20th. Nov. 9—transferred N. Y. Dec.4.
Stephen D Meader. l>. 21 ith. acute bronchitis, Nov.9,
tiansferred to N. Y. Nov 24.
Daniel Whitman, C, 20th. acute
transferred to N. Y. Dec. 4th.

leg. toarig

might

appear.

Harvest

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

a

tion.

or--Die Argus is brilliant. To prove that
its article signed “Biddeford” was not written

Stephen 11. Abbott, II, 19th, Winslow, chronic diarrhea, Dec 2.
Alou/o Collidge, D, 12th, Dixfield. nephritis, Nov. 8.
Thomas M. Chase, A, 6th, Foxcrolt— returned to dutv

his I Hint and

to

Railroad.122]

Central Railroad

York.

Africa for Boston.

Fitchburg Railroad.109
PORTLAND HOST

London ami New

of bis pants, and penetrating the calf.
He is
now on duty.
Gen. Howard was uninjured.

EirtT. Fletcher. 6th bat’y. wounded—died Oct. 10.
Serg't ('has. A. Colley, B, 10th,
8ept.20,
Robert Burnham,L.1st cav.,ty ph'd fever, •* Aug, 4.
FAIRFAX

shell struck bis

Michigan

ship

was seen

Dec 18. lat 34 24, Ion 72 lo, bark Ionia. 60 days from

—

woman in another column picking Sambuci
Grapes, for Speer’s Wine. It is an admirable article,
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris,

We learn that Lieut. Cbas. H. Howard,
of Geu. How ard's stall', was slightly wounded
A fragment
in the buttle at Fredericksburg.

j

PRINCE STREET HOSPITAL.

60
60

of killed and wounded in the late battles.—
This will explain any lack of variety, and the

~

wouuded foot—

SPOKEN.
Dec 6.
for New

112.do.132}
1 Boston and Maine

TIT" We surrender a large portion of our
space this morning to hospital reports and lists

I will visit you very soon, and give you
more definite information, and
finally I w ill
send yon my detailed report, in which special
acknowledgment will I* made of the services
of the difierent grand divisions, corps, and
general and stall' departments of the army of
the Potomac, to whom I am so much indebted
Ephriim
for their hearty support and hearty co-operation.
WOLFE STRET HOSPITAL.
I will add here, that the movement was
Win. II. Welis, L, 1st Cavalry, Presque isle, Rhcumade earlier than you expected, and after (lie
President, Secretary of War. and yourself, reJohn B. Hatch. I, 6th, Hamillc, Chronic Diarrhea.
Warren Bucklin. K,2oth, Knox, Epilepsy.
quested me not to lie in haste, for the reason
X. S. < hapman. E, 20th, Waldoboro, 1> plioid fever.
that we were supplied much sooner by the difJohn II Ford, E. 2oih. Biistol. Bronchitis.
ferent staff departments than was anticipated
Corp. Henry E. Hall. O, 20th, Kobleboro', Fever.
when I last saw you.
Win. P. Samson, B, 20th, Scbec, Diarrhea.
<»shra Buzfcll, F. 2<Mh, Debility.
Our killed amounts to 1,152; our wounded
W. K. Vander Merrow, A, 20th, Debility—transferrto about 9,000, and our prisoners to 7<J0, which
ed K. Y. Dec. 4.
Alden Thorndike, 2d battery, Rockland, wounded in I last have been paroled, and exchanged for
! about the same number taken by us.
shoulder—discharged Nov. 1.
Lieut. A. W. Freeman. H. 10th. Amputatiou of right
The wounded were all removed to this side
leg—died Aug. V>.
of the river, and are being well eared for, and
iliiatn Stevens, D. 4th, Dysentery—died Oct. 24.
the deail were all buried under a flag of truce,
GRCaVENOR HOURS HOSPITAL.
The surgeons report a much larger proportion
Thomas I*. Hall, D, 3d, Woolwich,Chronic Diarrhea, j
of slight wounds than usual, 1,032 only being
Oct. 4—dird Nov. 6.
treated in hospital.
GRATIS CHURCH HOSPITAL,
I am glad to represent the army at present
E. P. Stearns. G. 3*1. Lovell, Rheumatism, Nov. 29.
time in good condition.
Thanking the GovBAPTIST CHURCH HOSPITAL.
I eminent for that entire support and conflAndrew Danton, B, 4th.
i deuce which I have always received Ironi
Win. Rowe, I, Cavalry. Fare**—died J»»hr 10*
1
W. A. Brown. II. 20. wounded—died Sept. 24.
them, I remain. General,
Sergt. G. W. Nye, H, 3d, wounded—died Sept. 6.
Very resp’y your ob’t servant,
ST. PAUL'S CHURCH HOSPITAL.
A. E. Burnside,
Wm. Jacobs. G. 1st cav., debility, Nov. 19—transMaj. Gen. Corn’g Army of Potomac.
ferred Nov. 25.
George Northrop, G.lft cav .Lewiston,hernia.Nov. 19.
Coip. Alden Hail. G, 1st cav., Auburn, rheumatism,
ORIGINAL. AM) SELECTED.
Nov. 19.
George Morrell, K. 3d. Hallowell, wounded shonid-

cr—disebsrged Nov. 14.
Corp. Joseph A. Colley, K, 10th,

Jas R Keeler, Delano; American Eagle. Urquhart;
Victoria Reed. Thompson ; Black Haw k. Doane; W
Lord, Gay; Wandering Jew, Smart; H B MiUiinay;
Charlotte. Cousins; Oler<»n. Percy; Dorcasprii.ce,
York; 8 W Pike. Lovett; llarraseeket, Waite; Sahino. Woodard; Southern Rights. Knowles, and
Mutualanaek.Cushing, disg: Ina Bussell. Kelley, and
Ocean Korop, sold; Rockland, Haliett, and Aramiugo. Arnold, for sale.
Ar at Liverpool Uth inst,ships Jeremiah
Thompson,
Blake, and <'hartrr <ink. ( arver, New York.
Cld 1st inst, ship B 8 Kimball,Ilosmer. New York;
Molocko. Norton, Boston.
Ar at Gravesend 5th Inst. Thomas Whitney,Kellev.
"•
from Boston for London.
At Bristol E, 6th inst. Nicholas Biddle, Eves, for
Calcutta- W G Putnam, fort
de
Vord, Idg
ape
At Pernambuco 24th ult, bark F S Means, Means,
from and for New York. disg.
Cld at St Thomas 1st inst, brig Hampden, Nickerson, for Turks Island.
Ar at do 2d inst, sch Dan’! Williams, lloukius, fin
Barbadoes. (and cld 4th for New York.)
Ar 6th. brig Addy Swift, Avery, New York.

..

responsible.

me

———

Physician and Surgeon.—H. A LAMB. M. D.f
Case of Commander%Preble.—We are
informed that the paragraphs which have with>tbce, corner of Congress and C'hestuut Streets
in the last few days been published concerning
Portland, Me.
the case of Commander Preble, and its referParticular attention paid to Surgery, including
ence to a Board of Officers, convey several
iseases of the eye and oar.
aug7—d6m
erroneous impressions.
The Board was not
ordered at the instance of Com. Preble, or of
UT< Jonsumptiou and Catarrh, and all diseases of
to Throat and Luugs, successfully treated by Ixha
his friends, but was the suggestion of the Secation,
By C. Moure, M. I).,
retary of the Navy, and gained the reluctant
consent of Com. Preble, who did not consider
aul8 ‘62 cod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
it the full.and fair investigation he asked, but
Dentistry.—Dr JoslAit HEALD.No 211 Con.
hoped it tvould lead to that result. The inress Street, iirst door east of 1st Parish Church
structions to the Board limited them to the
examination of Preble’s reports, all other evi’ortlaud. Me.
aug7dly
dence of Admiral Farragut, or the officers of
the Oneida being excluded, and the Board was
BROKERS* BOARD.
induced to report only on one particular point.
Sale of Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 22, 18®.
The question whether his dismissal was just
6.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881i.103i
and merited never caine be foie them.
There
6.100 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.101}
is good reason for believing that had that
7.800 .do.101
700 United States January Coupons.131
would
been
have
recomasked,
question
they
mended his restoration to the service.—[Na- I iO.OOO U. S. Treasury Sixes, 2 years.128
6.000 U.S. Certiticates of Indebtedness, (Not).
95}
tional Intelligencer, Dec. 19th.
fU.000 American Gold.1321

Gt nernl-in-( 'hirf
now remain therein.
have the honor to offor moving the army
2d, All who have been discharged, or rethe Rappahannock
turned to their regiments, or transferred to
sooner than was anticipated by the President,
Northern hospitals since Nov. 1,1802.
Secretary of War and yourself, and lor cross3d, All Maine soldiers who have died thereing at a point different from the one indicated
in since the several hospitals enumerated
to you at our last meeting at the President's.
During my preparations for crossing at the
were opened for the admission of patients.
place I had first selected, I discovered that tiie
The Maine Soldiers’Relief Association, most
enemy had thrown a large portion of Iris force
earnestly solicit contributions of whatever will down the river and elsewhere, thus weakening
tiis defences in front, and I also thought I disassist and relieve the wounded, the sick, and
covered that he did not anticipate the crossing
the disabled of the Maine soldiers, now lying
of our w hole force at Fredericksburg, and I
in the hospitals of Washington, Georgetown,
hoped by rapidly throwing tiie whole comAlexandria, and Fairfax. The receipt of all
mand over at that place, to separate by a vigorous attack tiie Ibrcea of the enemy on tiie
articles will immediately be acknowledged to
river below from tiie forces behind and on the
the donor, or donors.
■rest in the rear of the town, in wldeh case we
The society distributes, directly and at once,
ould light Dim with great advantage in our
to
the
soldiers
iiivor.
through its own members,
To do this we had to gain a height on the
themselves; and their friends at home may be
•xtreine right of tiie crest, which height comassured that the distributions will be faithfulnanded a new road lately made by the enemy
ly made.
or the purpose of more rapid communication
Communications should be addressed to the
long Ids tines, which point gained.his positions
Maine Soldiers’ Relief Association, Washingdong the crest would have been scarcely tenable, and he could have licen driven from them
ton, D. C.
■asily by an attack on his front, in connection
Executive Committee.
liy order of the
with a movement in the rear of the crest.
MANSION HOUSE HOSPITAL, ALEXANDRIA.
We should have accomplished our object lint
Adroy K. Barker, C, 20th. Sumner, typhoid fever,
for the fog and unexpected and unavoidable
admitted Nov. 9.
ielay in building the bridge which gave the
.Scrg't John L. fay lor. H. 20th, convalescent.
■nemy twenty-four hours more to concentrate
Thomas B. Pollard, H, 22d, llodsdou, debility, Nov.
tis forces in ids strong position, in which case
4—discharged Nov. 24.
Albert Brown. 1, 22d, Dover, rheumatism, Nov. 6—
.he battle would have been more decisive, in
discharged Nov. 27.
ny opinion, Ilian if we had crossed at tiie
Amos Kefloy, D.10th, Linden,returned to duty Nov.13.
place first selected. As it was, we came very
Henry Leach, K, 16th, Cast i nn, Oct. 24—do N'ov. 8.
near success.
Byron H. Plaistcd, C, 10th, Liinington, wounded
Failing in accomplishing the
chest, Oct. 16—discharged Nov. 10.
main object, we remained in order of battle
Eibridge f. Morrill, A, 6th. Sobec,chronic diarrhea,
two
days, long enough to decide that the ene< »ct. 24—discharged December 5.
Wiu. It. Simpson, I, 10th, discharged Nov. 4
my would not come out of Ills stronghold to
Scrg't Reuben K.Alexander,B, loth.Portland,woundtight us w ith his Infantry, after which we crossed leg. Aug. 12—discharged Dec. It).
ed to this side of tiie river, unmolested and
Freeman Johnson, 1), loth,Limestone, wounded arm.
without the loss of men or property.
Aug. 18—returned to duty Nov. 26.
As the day broke our long line of troops
Wm.ll.Trask.il, 10th. Peru, wounded, Aug. 15—
returned to duty Nov. 20.
were seen marching to their different positions,
John M. Kennedy, B. 20th—transferred N. Y. Dec. 4.
as if going on parade; not the least demoraliLyman B. True, *K, 20th—Returned to duty Nov. 13.
zation or disorganization existed.
James F. Putnam. D. 20th, —Discharged Nov. 24.
To the brave officers and soldiers who acCorp. John W. Sullivan, A, 22d. Hampden, fever,
Nov. 5—Transfer led NY. Doc.4.
complished the feat of recrossittg the river in
Thus. I). Sturdivant. C. loth—died Aug. 25.
tiie face of tiie enemy, I owe everything—for
E. B. Hrey, H, loth—died Oct. 12.
the failure in attack I am responsible—as the
HOSPITAL COR. CAMERON AND PT. APAPn PT8.
extreme gallantry, courage and endurance
E. Roberts, B, 19th, Chronic Diarrhoea. Nov. 26.
shown by them was never exceeded, and would
M. B. Emery, B, 2d Mass.. Dixmont, Dec. 8—detailhave carried the points had it been possible.
ed cook.
James R. Long. B, 2d, Bluchill, Liver, Dec. 4.
To tiie families and friends of the dead 1 cau
Leonard Hull. C, loth, Norridgewock, Chronic Diaronly offer my heartfelt sympathies, but lor the
rhea. Nov. 29.—died Dec. 13.
w ounded 1 can offer my earnest prayers for
Sergt. E. F. Higgins, I, 16, Thorndike, Debility,
! their comfort ami Until recovery.
Nov. 30.
The fact that l decided to move from WarMETHODIST CHURCH HOSPITAL.
rentnn to this line, rather against the opinion
F. C. Adams, K.IOth, Dysentery, Nov. 6—returned
to duty Nov. 20.
of tiie President. Secretary of War, and yourEdward*Donnelly, D, 10th, Presque Isle, wounded
sell, nml that you leu me whole movement in
h it leg. Aug. 15—discharged.
my hands, without giving me orders, makes
Elias W. Folsom, B, 3d, Augusta, Sept. 13—discharg-

cuse

women:

hen.

lists embrace all of the Maine
soldiers who have been admitted into the hospitals at Alexandria, since Nov. 1, 1802, and
Tlu?

Killed—E. L. Thorn, 11: Walter Boothbay,

■

1862.
Tuesday Morning* December 23*

the

Kospiinl Returns—Alexandria, Va,

Correspondence oftbe Boston Journal.
Killed und W ounded lit Fredericksburg.
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C. LOVELL k SON, Agents,
129 Middle Street.
IMltY. would
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Portland, and can be fouud at his Ronn
13 International House, Tuesday, Augu:
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First Examination at office,.$20 >
Each subsequent sitting at office.G J
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2G )
Each subsequeut visit at residence... 10 ^
August 16, 1862.—tf
Special Notice.—The Annual Meeting of th a
Society of Natural History will be held t
its Hall ou Congress street, Wedne*da\. Dec. 17, * 1
1
3 P.M.
11. W. BRYANT,
Deel4—td
Recot ding Sec’y.
|
I
Dae. LOCKE k KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 11 7
j1
Middle Street, Portland, Me.
auglb— ly
Portland

estate of
REBECCA 8. WILLIAMS,
late of Portland in ihe Countv of Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as tbe faw directs; be therefore requests alt petrous who are indebted to the said
deceased’* estate to make immediate payment; and
those who have any demauds thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to
JASON H. DAVIS.
27 w3w
Portland, Dec. 16. 1862.

Belfast tor Alexandria; Splendid, tioui Harringtot
lor Boston; Malabur. from Beliast for New York
Caroline, from Bangor for do; Santa Maria, fron
Freeport for do.
WlsCASfeET—Ar 11th, sch Emblem, Sherlock, fn
New York.
Sid 19th, sell* Ruth 11-tdgdon. Robert*, and Stir!
ing, Soule, Bostou; C D Oliver, Duuton, do.

At Bombay 12th ult. bark Lone Star, Dizer, fron
Maulninin. ar Oct 27, to return.
At Mauritius 5th ult, ship Dashaway Costar, fron
Calcutta for Loudon same day ; Oscar, Crusbv, fron
Callao tor England, disg.
At Smyrna 25th ult. bark Audrew Carney. Mayo
from ami for Boston.
Ar at Palermo 21st ult, brig Itasca. Rose, Naples
(and cld 29th fur New York); 22d, bark Osprey .Nash
Genoa.
A 25th. sch N 11 Gould, Smith, New Y’ork; 28th
bark Rambler. Packai d, do.
< Id 29th. brig B F Nash, Ram*dell. New York.
Sailed from Messina -2d ult. bark Sarah L Bryant
Leo, (or Boston.
Ar at Barcelona l*t iust. sch Nath'l Donne, llall
Newcastle E for Cette, put in in distress.
Arat Bordeaux 3d iust, R A Allen, Patten, fron
New York.
Ar at Montevideo Oct 27th, Adit Warmick. Smith
St Ubes.
Ar at Havre 3uth ult. Win Frotbingtmni. Stetson
New York.
At Marseilles 4th lust, bark Dauiel, Staples, fo
Sicily, to load for Boston.
At Loudon ships K M Mills, Perry, for Mauritius
Asa Eld ridge. Col man .for Shanghai ; John M Mavo
Claason, for New York, Mg; Patrick Henry, Moore

AtIBROTYPE PICTTRES.
RITE have lust received another fresh lot of theue
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beautiful

Grlass Pioturos.
Prices range from

26 cents to 86.00.

Or Call and examine, whether you want

|
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buy

not

They are Just
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suited for

CHRISTMAS GIFT!

Bailey
56 ft 58

Ac

Noyes,

Exchange Street,
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Stevens is a brother of the meiiila-rs ol the
firm of A. E. Stevens * Co., of this
city, who,
as merchants and
men, nre an honor to the

Auctioneer.
The report of N. F. Deering, Esq., President

of the Widow's Wood Society, respecting the
distribution of tue “Clapp fund” for the year
1801-02, was read and placed on llle. The report states that the fund, amounting to $240,
was distributed
among 200 widows.
A communication was received from A.
Merrill, Esq., stating that a claim had been
lodged with him, for collection, against the
city, by Mr. Joseph X. Patridge, for damages
sustained by him in falling into a cellar-way
in Silver street, on or about the 17th ol November last, and asking the attention of the
City Government to the same. The petition

community.

FROM WASHINGTON.

! 8Y TELEGRAPH.

regiments, none has
afforded us more gratification than that of Orderly Sergeant Frank G. Stevens to a Second
Lieutenancy in Co. E, 2r>t!i Regiment. Lieut.

City Affairs.
In Boabd or Mayor and Ai.deb- I
men, Dec. 22d, 1SH2.
f
A license was granted Henry S. Burgess

Promotion.—Among the recent

in the Maine

promotions

General Burnside’s

Resignation

not

But I want Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas,
Tennessee, North Carolina, Virginia, anil Maryland will not stay behind long. 1 tear Kentucky even more than I do Missouri. 11’ we
are not too
hasty and violent, these States will
all unite, because it will be their interest and
their honor and feelings to do so. As soon as
our mechanics, our
merchants, our lawyers

Ac-

cepted.

THE

Portland Daily Press.

Proceedings of Congress.

In

joining the army Lieut. Sonly by a patriotic regard for

Reward for Deserters from Navy.

was moved not
XXXVII OONGBESS.—Second Session.
his country—for its maintenance and
Washington, Dec. 22.
prosperWashington', Dec. 22.
SENATE.
ity of the entire I'nion—but also by a cherThe Intelligencer says it having been stated
A communication from the Secretary of
that
ished desire for the service itself. Calm, skillGen. Burnside hail tendered the resignaWar was submitted in regard to the chartertion of his command, we think it proper to
ful, determined and amiable, he secured tiie I iug of the steamers Thames ami Niagara.—
mention
what we understand to he the fact,
Gen. Banks was authorized to procure his vesrespect of his brother officers, and the willing
that the President has not accepted the resigsels from Com. Vanderbilt, but no official reobedience of the privates in his command.
nation, and it is believed does not intend to
port was received from Gen. Banks. Upon do
so.
However skillful and brave an officer may be,
its receipt it will lie tiansmilled to the Senate.
Among the recent nominations for postif he lack the element of good nature, he orGen. Banks had full power.
was referred to the Committee on Judicial
masters are the following: Nathaniel Low at
Mr. Grimes ottered the following:
Proceedings.
dinarily fails of success. The military service,
X. II.; Emerson Hall at St. Johnsbury,
The Joint Standing Committee on Damages
Kesulved, That a Select Committee of three Dover,
like that of a shipmaster, may be a severe test
Vt.; Daniel Kellogg at Braltleboro’, Vt.
for grading streets, to whom was relerred the
members he appointed to inquire into and reA
communication
was sent to the Senate
of
disposition; but “he that ruleth his own port to the Senate the facts in regard to
petition or various persons for damages caused
from the War Department in answer to
by the grading of Smith street, reported that spirit” invariably conquers, and “is better chartering the transport vessels for the Banks to-day
a resolution ot inquiry relative to
chartering
there he paid to:—James Wynne, $25; W. S.
expedition; the seaworthiness of such vessels; | certain worthless
than be that taketli a city.” The selection of
for the Banks expediPhilbrick, $100; John Spencer, $120; A. C. such men for officers, from the highest to the the character of the men employed to navi- tion, in which it is ships
stated
that
the
hulls
of the ;
Means and W. F. Haggett, $40: Win. F. Ilaggate them, ami that the committee be empowsteamers Thames and Niagara were inspected
lowest grade, is the crowning glory of our
ered to send for persons and papers.
arty, $50: Holt Ingraham, $40; George H.
by an official designated by Commodore Van
After a
Burr, $40; Simon J. Lewis, $50; Charles A.
army, ami a guaranty of final success.
slight modification it was adopted.
Brunt, the engines by au officer designated by
The Vice President submitted a communiWarren, $25; John C. York and Samuel
Gen.
Banks, accompanied by nit indignant
cation from the Secretary of Stale, transmitLewis nothing. The report was accepted, and
£F“At the annual meeting of the Horti- ting the correspondence willi the Russian protest against the condemnation of the
au order was passed lor paying the above
Thames liv her owners.
cultural Society last evening, the following
named amounts.
government relative to telegraphic communiThe protest against the bill to indemnify the
cation between the mouth of the Amoor river
A. IV. Lovcjoy was appointed Undertaker.
pe.’sous were chosen officers for the ensuing
President and others for certain arrests under
and San Francisco. Ordered to he printed.
Petition of K. K. Hunt et als., lor the reviz:
the suspension of the habeas corpus, was
year,
Mr. Latham submitted a memorial of nearly
moval of Washington Hook and Ladder Com]
President—T. C. Ilersey.
all the express companies in the United States i drawn up by Representative Pendleton of
pany from Franklin street to the building on
Vice Presidents—Sami. Rolf, X. A. Foster,
Ohio, and those who signed it had voted against
for an amendment of the internal revenue law.
Congress street, occupied as a hearse house, J. 11. Brown.
the bill.
Jcdcdiah Jewett, Geo. F. SliepMessrs. Saulsbury and Bayard spoke in fawas referred to the Committees on Fire DeTlie bill agreed upon by the House select
ley.
vor of the bill.
partment and Cemeteries, &c.
committee on emancipation, is substantially
Corresponding Secretary—John W. Dana.
The Senate then went into executive session.
The Joint Select Committee, to whom was
that recently introduced by Representative
Recording Secretary—S. II. Beckett.
relerred the petition of John Edwards, for
Adjourned.
Noel! of Mo., for facilitating emancipation in
Treasurer—Abner Lowell.
HOUSE.
damages for being run over by an engine on
:
that State, and appropriating $20,OiX),000 for
Executive Committee—T.C. Ilersey, Abner
the sidewalk on High street, reported in favor
Mr. Sheffield presented the credentials of
the purpose.
Lowell, Warren Sparrow, S. B. Beckett, Geo. Mr.
ot paying him the sum of $75 in full for all
elect from the First
Hahn,
representative
The Navy DepartmentoiTerurewardof $100
W. Woodman.
damages sustained by him. The report w as
District of Louisiana. Keferred to the comfor
Michael Reardon of New York, Acting
Committee for Establishing Premiums—X.
accepted, and an order was passed, in concur- A.
mittee on Elections.
Second
Assistant Engineer, who deserted from
T.
II. Cook, B. Greenough, Joshua
Foster,
rence, to pay Mr. Edwards that amount.
Mr. Wilson offered a resolution inquiring of
j Maxwell, A. Dirwauger.
the Montlcello, and $50 for Jeremiah Reardon,
Adjourned to Monday, January 5, 7 1-2
the Secretary of War what arrears of pay was
who deserted from the Delaware.
The following premiums were awarded by
o’clock P. M.
due to volunteer regiments, and what regiActing Assistant Surgeon Charles S. Eastthe
the
ments.
Referred
to
Committee
on
Committee.
Garden*:
I
Military
wood has been ordered lo the ship Shepherd
A
resolution
was adopted that the commitHabeas Cotters Case.—In the U. S. DisTo T. C. Ilersey, Esq., for the most economKnapp.
trict Court yesterday, before Judge Ware,
ically managed, best cultivated and most near- tee on Ways ami Means enquire into the expeof
the
tax
so that licenlaw,
diency
amending
ly kept garden and grounds, $12,00.
John Francis St. John was brought up on a
Items from Southern Papers.
ses may lie transferred, and be
good in the
To Samnel Rolf, Esq., for the most economwrit of habeas corpus, petitioned for by his
hands of assignees for the lime given.
lR*st
cultivated
and
most neatically managed,
icBinuuuii nao auu|ut:u uiai mu u uuiciai _)
mother, who prayed for his discharge from en- ly kept fruit garden, $10,00.
Committee inquire what legislation was neces- 1 Rebel Killed and Wounded in the late Battle.
on
the
that
lie
sixwas
but
listment,
ground
sary for the transportation of Negroes freed
teen years of age, and that he never had the
rEKwxAi..—vs e were much gratified yesfrom the rebels with the army.
Union Prisoners at Richmond.
consent of his parents so to enlist.
Mr. Vallundighatn, of Ohio, offered the folThe boy
terday on receipt of a letter from our old ;
enlisted with Capt. Dooley, and was in the
lowing, which he proposed to debate:
friend Harry \V. Gardner, formerly of the
Resolved—That this House earnestly desire
camp but one day and one night. Ilis name
MainC'ttd Regiment. hut lor some months a
by Federal
that most speedy and effective measures be I Destruction of Depot,
Was returned to the City authorities as one
member of Franklin's Signal Corps.
taken for the restoration of peace in America,
His
Troops on the Wilmington Railroad.
entitled to receive the bounty and subsistence
and that no time may lie lost in proposing an f
friends in this city and State will Ik- equally
immediate cessation of hostilities, in order lor
offered by the city, though it did not appear
pleased to hear from him. He is now stationed a
*
Fobtbesu MonTsoe, Dec. 21.
speedy and Dual settlement of the unhappy
that he had ever received either. He was reat the headquarters of the- left
grand division controversies which brought about this unnec- ]
It will be seen Iroin the account of tile batported at Augusta as a deserter, and was with
>f the army, near White Oak Church. The
anil
civil
and
adtle at Fredericksburg iu the Richmond papers,
war, by just
injurious
essary
eight others arrested last Thursday by the
batili- at Fredericksburg had
security against the return of like ca- | tli.it while Gen. Lee in his report places their !
transpired when equate
this
House
lainities
in
times
to
And
decome.
loss at 1H00 killed and wounded, the same
Police of tliis city, and turned over to Provost
le wrote, and he
represents the feelings of the
sires to offer most earnest assurances to the ; papers containing it say that up to Monday
Marshal Daniel Elliott, Esq. The others were
soldiers at the result as one of intense disapcountry that they will in duty cheerfully coijlK) confederate wounded had arrived in
uucen to Augusta, out a writ ol Habeas corpus
pointment. Young Gardiner has won his po- ols'rate with the Executive and Stales for the 1i Richmond, and mention many more at the
of
the Union to such explicit and
restoration
was Issued in liis case.
sition by manhood and bravery,of which charFredericksburg depot drenched with rain and
most solemn amendments and provisions of
si
It was contended by counsel for Governunprovided, for.
icteristics no soldier possesses more.
tlie Constitution as may be found necessary !
The Hictiinund Enquirer of the lsth. says
ment that his father had given his consent to
for securing the rights of the several States ! there arrived at Castle Thunder
yesterday, A.
the enlistment. This was testified to by C'apt. 1
Webster, charged with the murder of C'apt.
jyThe Albion Restaurant, kept by Mr. ; ami sections within the Union, under the Constitution.
a
confederate
of
On
the
other hand, Ills mother testi- I G. D.
'iinpson,
war, David
Dooley.
prisoner
Miller, No. 117 Federal street, is con- !
Mr. Pendleton offered a resolution that a
Robertson, unable to account for himself, A.
fled that her husband said he would leave the
itantly supplied with the liest oysters that can protest and remonstrance of thirty-six memM. Darnell, charged with having a forged
whole matter with her, and that she never
he procured in the New York market, together
bers of the House, submitted therewith,against
pass, and Aaron Bennett, charged with disloythe uncoiistilulionalily and injustice of tile bill 1 ilty.
gave her consent Judge Ware thought the
sitli all the luxuries our own market affords.
President
and
the
just passed, indemnifying
Up to yesterday morning 229 abolition pris- l
weight of evidence was that no consent had
Meals can be had at all hours of the day.
others for suspending the writ of hobeas cor>ners had arrived at the Lilihy Prison from !
been given to the boy's enlistmeut, and lie orthe
be
entered
on
.lie
journal.
pus,
Rappahannock, among whom are Captain [
dered him to be discharged. Howard & Strout
Mr. Stevens, of Pennsylvania, moved to taI. S. Merchant of the llXIth Pennsylvania regifor petitioner. George E. B. Jackson, Assistble it. Carried, 75 against 40.
neut, Lieut. John E. Powers, 2J Virginia, F.
Mr. Ashley introduced a bill proposing a
Lamb, U. S. Telegraph Corps, Win. Foster of
ant U. S. District Attorney, for Government
-TO THENew York, ami a number of sutlers and clerks.
temporary goverutn in for Idaho, and to enable the Territories of Nevada, Utah and ColoLast evening -UK) more prisoners arrived, iuDeath of Another Aoeii Citizen.—Our
rado to form a Statu government, preliminary
:I mli n ig eleven commissioned officers.
EVEMiYCi PAPERS.
The
I
into
tlie
Union.
Referred
to
the
to admission
non were iu line spirits,and indulged in
venerable fellow-citizen Benjamin Radford,
joking
on Territories.
committee
■emarks, saying they had arrived here before
Esq., departed this life at his residence, on
Mr. Calvert offered a resolution, which by
‘Bnruy,'’ taking Richmond Iw themselves.
Prom Tenuessee.—Rebel account of the rePearl street, Sunday evening, at the advanced
forth
was
laid
that
the
his
over,
The same paper says heavy,tiring was heard
setting
cent light.
request
age of nearly 88 years, alter a brief illness of
tear Kinston, N. C. all day yesterday, 17th,
Secretary of the Navy has wilfully and illegalNashville, Dec. 21.
six days. We believe he was the oldest male
iut we have no particulars.
Morgan was reported in force at Hartsville
ly appointed midshipmen during the recess of
The Enquirer also says, during last week j
Friday night. Preparations are made for him. Congress, and attempted to justify himself by
citizen here, with the single exception of Elius
tlie arbitrary assumption of necessity. Tlie ! ■einforcemeiits were constantly being sent to 1
Geil. I). Stanley followed Sharply with cavThomas, Esq., who still survives at the age of ilry to iiural
Hili, but found no signs of any House accordingly protest decidedly against | : Suffolk. Tile report was that Petersburg is to
91 years. Probably no person in this city has
Ids action, ami all such appointments are null
>e attacked Iroin Suffolk, while another force
I
:uemy.
vas to land at City Point, under protection of
suffered so little from sickness during his life
To-day we have reports that Morgan crossed and void.
!
it
was
resolved
of
Mr.
that
Oil
motion
Cox.
he
i
ronelads. Since Burnside's defeat the proCumberland in strong force at Rome. No
as Mr. Radford.
He could not remember the
the President Is1 required, if not incompatible
'ontlrmation yet.
frarnme has lieett changed,
time when he had suflered from an illness of
with the public service, to communicate to
A rebel detachment with artillery threw
The Enquirer contains the following distwo days. Up to within a period of one week
this House any correspondence or other ind«>ut fifteen shells, yesterday evening, where
latches:
Goltbtboro, X. C.. Dec. 111.—An artillery
hey supposed our pickets were. Gen. Van- formation in his possession, relating to the alpreceding his death, he was about the streets
•leve sent a force after them. They skedadluel, at Whitehall sixteen miles west of here
leged interference of our Minister to Mexico
as active and hearty as a man of
sixty, and he
in favor of the French in tlie present war liem the Neuse, has been going on all day.
lled.
The
attended church on Sunday, the 14th instant.
ilailitiouists seem to have changed their base
Twenty reiiels in I'.S. overcoats, undertook tween Mexico and the Emperor of the French,
The next day he was attacked with pleurisy,
o tin* south side of the Neuse.
o surprise Col.
Stanley’s escort of cavalry of by signing a pretest against tin* expulsion
from Mexico of tlie French subjects.
Their cavalry made a raid on Mount Olive
welve men, and were badly handled. Stanwhich all medicine failed to remove. The dethe
commitof
Mr.
On motion
Shillabcrger,
ey's men fought severely, wounding the rebel
lepol on the Wilmington railroad, nine miles
ceased was one of our most respected citizens,
and
Means
were
instructed
to
intee
on
i rum this point, tearing up the road, burning
Ways
ommander, killing two or three, and chased
and was the oldest member, in standing, in
lie enemy home.
he bridges and depots and cutting the telequire iuto tlie expediency of amending the
tax law so that newspapers circulating not
the 1st Baptist Church in this city.
This afternoon Stanley's brigade was atgraph wires.
more than 25UO copies may not be subject to
acked while foraging. The enemy were again
An explosion occurred at the powder works
n Columbia, S. ('., on Saturday afternoon.
epulsed, three or four of them killed ami as tux.
Railroad Accident—Narrow Esc ace
Mr. Bingham introduced a bill for the emanMobile, Villi.—Col. Barton's scouts burned
nany wounded and six were captured. The
The Grand Trunk passenger train, due yesteremainderof the skirmishing during this week
cipation of slaves of rebels. Referred.
1,500 bales of cotton belonging to Yankee I
Mr. May offered a resolution requesting the
vas in our favor.
day at two o’clock, was detained aliout two
peculators near Corinth.
President to communicate to tlie House a
Reports continue to exaggerate the re 1m*I
Ruleiyli, X, t\. lOt/i.—The bill to raise ten I
hours from two causes. The first was, the
ot
of
of
the
order
the
Stale,
hotisand troops for State defence, passed the
Secretary
copy
trenglh. 70,(XX) is a very big estimate. A
freight train broke au axle, which detained the
of
which
dated
tlie
28th
November
about
ecoml reading In tile House to-day.
'oiifirmation lias been received of the reinlast,
Troops
he caused to be read to tlie State prisoners at
brceineut of tlie rebels by Van Dorn.
passeuger train for more than au hour and a
j ire to l>e taken Iroin those liable to conscripFort Warren, forbidding them to employ conn- I iou.
The Richmond Examiner says:—Summing
half. The second cause liked to have been a
sel oil the ground that such a course would be
ip the recent tight, our right wing drove the
fearful one.
Just before approaching Predeemed by die government and State Departmeiny back, killing three to our one, and at
Cabinet Resignations to be Withdrawn.
the
hind
axle
of
the tender
sumpscot bridge,
ment a reason for prolonging their iinprisonlight we held the ground occupied by the
New York, Dec. 22.
to the engine broke.
<
One of the wheels was
•nenty’a batteries in the morning. I*, says meut.
The Commercial lias a dispatch from WashOn motion of Mr. Stevens, the resolution !
thrown off the track, and the other ran under
Mingst reet’s victory was more complete. He
ington staling that there will lie no change iu
was tabled—lift against 48.
Irovu the enemy into the streets of Kredoricksthe train of cars, lettiug the rear of the tender
he Cabinet: those who scut iu thuir resignaMr. Morehead offered a joint resolution*
>urg.
down upon the track. In this couditiou the
tions will withdraw them.
which was passed, declaring it the opinion of
The Richmond Dispatch says Gen. Sigel has
train was dragged across the bridge before it
tot more than 1.1,(NX) raw levies.
Congress that the Secretary of the Treasury
should take immediate steps for the payment
Stock Market.
could be stopped, but fortunately the cars kept
of tlie sums due soldiers, and preference to
New* Yobk. Dec. 22.
upon the track, and the only injury sustained
Losses at Fredericksburg.—Seward to remain
such class of creditors over all others whether
nrcrmn nt*iru—^iucks art1 scinv uuu
c<uv
;
was that to the tender.
The train was stopped
in the Cabinet —Disposition of the Rebel
tijj firmer.
judicial, legislative or executive.
&
Hock
811
Ixlawl,.
New
offered
a
resolution
liien^o
Mr. Ward, of
soon after crossing the bridge, and some of
York,
Troops.
Cleveland & Toledo. 71:
to include aliens in the marine corps and navy,
New Yoke, Dec. 22.
the passengers saw. witli a shudder, how near
ia'.eua & Chicago. 82'
1
a
who
have
served
official
.returns
of
our losses at
year and been honorably
Illinois Central scrip.
Complete
79?
had
a
to
they
approached
frightful accident.
i
the
extended
to
those
in
foot
Killed
Michigan Southern guaranteed. 83]
discharged,
privilege
up:
Fredericksbutg
1128; woundAmerican Cold.132*
in
the
after
id lilUO; missing 2U78.
citizens,
army
becoming
serving
I'acitic Mail. 13?
without previous declaration of citizenship. ; Sow York
The Times says Secretary Seward yesterday
Trade with the Socth-West.—We noCentral,.108} I
to the Judiciary Committee.
Referred
to
Ids
conseuted
resume
Portnoruing
dually
Erie.«2] |
ticed yesterday a large number of eases diOn motion of Mr. Train, a resolution was i Erie preferred,.
95
folio. and Secretary Chase has resumed his
rected to St. Louis, Missouri, and upon enquiry
Hudson,. 77 j
position, under advisement, and Ids decision adopted providing for a select committee to
Harlem,.23
j
found that they were from the establishment
will lie announced to the President this foreinquire whether any otiieer or employee of the
Michigan Central. 91 ]
noon.
United States Q'i 1881 registered. 9s
government is inicrestcu, uirecuy or muircciof John Winslow Jones, who has recently reState*<Ta of 1881 cou|hhi«,. 108 j
The Herald learns from Baltimore, that the
ty,lit any banking house having contracts with United
ceived orders for 250 cases of meats and soups,
l;
United States 6*a conpou*, .92
the government, or dealing in stocks or other
rebels are supposed to i>e moving large bodies
UuittHl
states «r* 18dt registered,.9*>
|
as prepared and put up by him.
These eases
of troops west. There are literally no troops
property.
r.*eaj*ury 7 8-lOth*.101, I
Mr. Hutchins offered a resolution, proposing
of any account at Richmond, or on the Peningo by the Grand Trunk and llliuois Central
rr**asury 7 3-luths endorsed,.It*)} I
United Staten tl'* one year certificates,
....96
to give gold medals to the soldiers, who, in the
sula.
Lee
lias
at
not
a
75,000
Railroads. Mr. Jones has been doing an exFredericksburg,
North ('aroliua 6*#,.
*. 70
midst of peril, first crossed at Fredericksburg.
man more,except guetrillas.
There are no
Ken lucky ti’a,. 190 I
tensive business iu the preparation of meats
Referred to the Judiciary Committee.
other troops in Virginia, unless it lie 15,000 at
74
fenmossteO’n,
of all kinds, soups and fresh vegetables, aud
Mr. Mallory’s resolution that, the Senate
Missouri G’s.. 61J
Petersburg, but there are 40,000 at Charleston, S. C.,:10,000 at Savannah, and 25,000 at
the demand for them is now greater than ever
concurring, the adjournment take place from
Mobile. Tlie great strength of tlie Confedeto-day to the first Monday in January, w'as
before. So great has been the demand for his
The Treason of Jacou Thompson, Bupassed by a vote of 74 against 47.
racy is now lieing concentrated towards Nashchanan’s Secretary of the Interior.—
green corn, tomatoes, and other vegetables,
Mr. Hiugham moved that tile commitee on
ville and Vicksburg, at each of which points
that it has almost exhausted the large supply
the Judiciary In* discharged from the considwill he in a few days 100,000 troops.
When our troops occupied Oxford, the followeration of the bill declaratory of the emancihe prepared and put up.
in" copy of a letter was found in Mr. Thompof the slaves in the rebel States and
pation
Gen. Saxton not removed.—Secretaries Bewson’s private letter book:
Territories. The bill provides for issuing by
ard and Stanton.
jy-The following eases have been sent by
the President of a proclamation on the first of
[Private and confidential.]
New Yoke, Dec. 22.
January next to that effect. The motion was
express to our soldiers at the various points
The Tribune states on the best authority that
Washington, L). (’., Nov. go, 1800.
rejected.
located and the Sanitary Committee:
the rumor of the removal of Gen. Saxton from
My Dear Peterson:—Tlte time has come
Mr. White, of Indiana, from the select comiiis command in South Carolina, is without the
when every man who loves his stale and coun8 cases to 17th Maine Regiment, care of Col.
mitte on border States emancipation, asked
try i» required to take his share of the responRoberts; 3 do J. W. Hathaway, Washington; least foundation.
leave to report a bill appropriating twenty
The Times' Washington dispatch says Sena1 do 20'h Maine Regiment; (i do U. S. .Sanisibility and perform his share of duty. My almillions to aid Missouri in emancipating her
tor Wilson stales he lias been assured in the
legiance is due to tlie state of Mississippi, and
tary, Washington; 2 du Hon. E. B. French,
slaves, and that it be re-coinmitted to a select
most explicit manner by the Secretary of War,
her destiny shall Ihj my destiny. I believe she
President Maine Association, Washington; 1
committee. Agreed to. 77 to 33.
that Secretary Scwurd had nothing whatever
half barrel do; 2 eases Mrs. Eaton and Fogg;
ought to resist, and to the hitter end, bluck
Mr. Wilson introduced a resolution, instructto do witli tin- expedition of Gen. Banks, and
1 do R. R. Caller, U. S. Hospital, Chester, l'a.;
republican rule. 1 hope our statu will call a
the committee on Judiciary to inquire
ing
was
in
the
it
convention to provide new guards for our fuhighest degree unjust to hold him
1 do Frank Howe, .Yew York; 1 Col. Nickerwhether the Mr. Kennedy who wrote the reture safety, and, in tlte event of a call of a conresponsible for it.
son, 14th Maine Regiment; 1 do Capt. C. B.
Jacob
is
letter
to
cently published
Thompson
An army letter in the Herald states that Gen.
vention, 1 want, if 1 gan, to lie a member of
Shaw, 9tlidu; 1 do Y. E. Relief Association,
the same w ho now holds the office of .Sui>erinthat convention. 1 want to go as a member
E. T. Houghton, from Ladies Committee,
Sigel's forces are said to he on their way to tendent of Census.
from our county, and l want you, as my friend,
Portland; 1 N. Hatch, U. S. General Hospi- Fairfax Court House.
Mr. Cox objected, saying it was known that
to sec our friend Hovey (or-) and uur
tal, West Philadelphia.
Kennedy still held the otfice.
friend Lamar, and if our editors arc friendly
From North Carolina.
The House passed a bill to supply the defito me, 1 want you t'> see them, and make such
ciencies for the year ending June next.
Newuehx, Dec. 16.
Railway Traffic.—The receipts on the
a call on me, through the columns of our paAdmiral Lee has issued an order reprolutting
Adjourned.
Graud Trunk Railway for the week ending
pers, as to make it apparent that it is my duty
tlie granting of permits to vessels entering at
to come liotnc and make common cause with
Dec. 13th were
$103,901.14
N.
Beaufort,
C., to trade in iuland waters of
New York Market.
my state.
80,537,08
Corresponding week last year,
North Carolina, which lie regards as a blockDifficulties accumulate upon us here. As
New
Dec.
22.
York.
ading region.
long as 1 am here I shall shield and protect
Cotton—quiet; sales 750 bales at 66 for middling
Increase,
$17,304,00
Recent Nortli Carolina papers are full of
the South. Whenever it shall come to pass
uplands.
Flour—State and Western dull ami a shade lower;
complaints at the order of Gen. French, directthat I shall think that 1 can do no further
6 70 «t 6 85; Extra do 606 ® 6 10;—
ty-we learn that a letter was received | ing the burning of all cotton in counties bor- 8npei line State4.bio
ti 66
good here, I 'hall return to my home. Bu6 76; Superfine Western
lloop
dering on the Roanoke river, which is not | 6Round
front Washington yesterday, stating that Col.
chanan is the truest friend to the South I have
76 xl, 5 90; common to good F.xtra Western 6 10 ••
moved west of the Wilmington & Weldon j! 6 40; Southern
to
«
Mixed
6
76
7
It*:
good
drooping
ever known lrom the North.
He is a jewel
Francis Fessenden, of the 25th Maine Regirailroad by the 15th.
! Fancy and extra 7 20 ty 900; (amnia a shade lower;
and a man. But my duty now is w ith the
ment, was dangerously sick at that place.
Tlie Richmond Examiner of the 12th states | Extra 6 05 a. 8 00.
South.
Wheat—heavy ami 1 % 2c lower; Chicago spring
that the small pox now prevails there as an
I want the cooperation of the Southern statI 1 2‘> «j 1 28; Milwaukee club 1 24 « 1 81; Amber Iowa
1 82 « 1 84; Winter Red Western 1 88 & 1 41; White
es.
23^“Schooner Henry, Capt. Myrick, sailed epidemic.
Geography makes separate and isolated
White
Western
142
148;
Com145;
Michigan
action by Mississippi an absurdity.
I have
from Boston for Uouldsboro Saturday. Site
loou Winter Amber State 1 42; White Ocnessee 1 65.
Ranks and Fessenden.
some influence in our Southern sister states.—
Corn—without decided change; Mixed Western
put into this port yesterday, all hands on board
• < l"r shipping and 67
76
75 lor unsound.
1 wish to do nil I can to secure their sympathy
Washington, Dec. 22.
Fork—less active and scarcely so firm; Mess 14 25;
being badly frost bitten.
There is a w idespread desire to have Gen.
and cooperation. A contederation of theSouth11 »>2j « 12 60.
Hanks appointed to one of the departments, ;I Prime
eru states will be strong enough to command
Rice—quiet.
Personal.—Gen. Caldwell, who was twice
but his absence may seriously interfere with
the respect of the world, and the love and
Sugar—dull: New Orleans at 9f tl 101.
Como—dull.
that
of
the
volunteered
confidence of our people at home.
South
part
programme.
woumled at the battle of Fredericksburg,
Molasses—dull; New Orleans 31.
Senator Fessenden's friends express the
Carolina will go: I consider Georgia and FlorFreights to Liverpool—dull; cotton nominal; flour
passed througli this city yesterday on his way opinion that ho will promptly decline
the State
ida as certain; Alabama probable. Then MisIs 104d ; grain 7d for roru in ship's bags.
home to East Machias.
1
Wool—dnll.
portfolio if offered to him.
sissippi must go.

j

Exchange

St.

j

j

2. The Nature. Foundation

j

lost:
Mate and Exchange streets
BETWEEN
crescent MOSOM PI\, freed withnearl.

a

House Banted.

WAPmor thofSrc^* bouw ln ,be "u«i
ter. or'nSckettSlrtV”
fwoooif ?f,8U**: 7,““
good lot would be sSLii^ storijd house with

Position, its Past, its Present. Its In-

Relations

to the

Country

and its Crisis

4. The Masonic Fraternity—its
Hie Country, the Government, and the
Future Mission.

A

Relations to
Conflict—its

Liberal, with a view to reach the people.
Address
CYIUL PEARL.
dec204wd
Portland, Me,

For,laud, Dec. 6th.

WILL GIVE A COURSE OF

LA

commencing

Invited*

Wi U

BUSHELS HERDS GRASS
8000 Lbs. CLOVER,
growth ol 1862.
decao Jim
DANA A CO.

CMJUI

on

At Wholesale !

The fourth Assembly will be on CHRISTMAS
on which occasion
there will be extra
dance*
The fifth will be on SEW YEAR'S El
E,
with extra dance*, to dance the old
year out and
the New Year iu. The course will close with

I

Illwsiti'a.tedl Books.
STANDARD POETS AND PROSE WRITERS,
IN ENDLESS VARIETY.

too Bbls. Stone
i.y) Bb!«. Arcade
Chicanaw
♦•o
Augusta
BO 44 L iiit.n
200.000 feet Fine

I?/"\T1
TVH

Cl

A

T

O

T1

OALCi

fll

IjVj I.

FOR—•

A

CHILDREN.
A

Inquire

complete assortment—embracing hundreds of

at 330

Congress

varieties.

Bibles and

VERY ELEGANT.

ALL T1IE NEW PUBLICATIONS
his

iP“I*ersous

be found in New England.

as can

are

invited to examine the Stock.

TO LET.

THE

No. 53 Exchange St.

VlNEWOOIvS \

ON

FOB HOLIDAV PRESENTS

-AT-

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS.

Sept. », 1402.

Our collection is LA Kt.E, and selected with cxre.
containing many weil-knowu American and English
with all the LATEST PUBLICATIONS. Please remember,
BAILEY A NOYES*

FOR

THE

atreet.

GAMES,

C. J. CLARKS,
dlw_PORTLAND.

usual.

until the completion of the rebuilding of his mill* at 13 & 15 Union t»t..) his place
of business is at

solic-

are

Roust unit CSroiind Coffee,

«

Me.

KKY,

Sign*., Bnniiers. Oi-namentnl
t'aiiry Fiimling,

Ac.

EXECUTED

at

STORE

lor steam, gn- and water pipes.
Steam and Gas F Rings of all descriptions
Will also attend to tittiug the above for steam

pottiooary,

TO

Devote*

dec 12

ORDER

HOKSi:

Largest aud

Assortment

Best

city—it

PACKARD’S,

II.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS—of every variety of
binding—a very large assortment, at the lowest PRICES.

«r< all and examine this Stock before purchasing
dec 16 tjanl
elsewhere.

“Home

^Eg-ain!”

would inform his

place

to

of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in

Street

tober. 18d2. are hereby requested to deposit the same
will be given and
in my hands, for which
hereafter exchanged for certificate* of stock in the
Portland k Kennebec Railroad,(a ne*c or^assization.) as soon as the book# and certificates can be
prepared, in accordance with a vote of *aid CompaJ. 8. Cl SUING.
ny. Sov. 8. 1*B.
Treasurer Portland k Kennebec Railroad.
drclS dtf
Augusta. Doc. Id. 1861.

receipts

SlSSKRAirr,

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NTATLY EXECVTED

-CONSISTING OF-

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS. ROBES, Ac., Ac.,

HI. BltADISH.
GOOD FAMIL ) FLOi n by the barrel, or in less
dec'J tf

FURS! I

all of w tiich will be wild on I lit' in-ml tvttjt.tnt.frt,
csri all before purchasing el-ew here.

FURS!!!

Bank totirr.

is. at,,

cent tax stamp must bo affixed to all
rlieeks and sight draft* owr twenty <l<>Uart,when
0rf>T. «l at auv Bank in this city, after Saturday, the
18th inst or payment will be reftised.
On amt after January 1st. the appropriate stamp
will be required ou notes and draft# pavable on time.
dec6 2weod*
Per order.
fayII

FOR SALK AT

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.
River Sable

Fur.,

FOR SAFE AT SHAW'S.
Fur* exchanged,
no'

J. 4wedl*

altered

and

repaired.

PATTERNS!
!

For Ladies, Gentlemen and
G. L. It All,
m»v2i> eodtf

V,

13

Boys.

Uichnngt SI.

k two

A

No. 120 Middle Street.
nov21

Fine Auierit-an Sable Fur*!

Fitch and

tha

on

coupons

All the Latest Styles of
FUR
GOODS,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
fouud in similar establishments; ami he hn|>es. by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.

FURS!

of the second mortgage Bo d* of

and Maxcfactcrkr. lias on hand,
manufacturing from tUo beat

stock,

Bakery,

(juautilies

Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
HOLDERS
the 15fh of Octhereon dne
the interest

IMUORTKIt
and is constantly

the

Washington

Kail Rond Bonds.

fflllE 43il Annual Course of Lectures in the MediL cal School of Maiuc will commence February
2*Jth
Fees thrall the Lecture*, 836. Circulars containing full iuformatiou ma> be had by applj ing to
the Secretary.
IV A. CIIAPBDt*KXE. M D Secretary.
27 w$w
Brunswick, Nov. 13. 18Q.

NO. 120 MIDDLE STREET,

an

years,

COLLEGE.

MEDICA L DE PA R TMEX T

UEOKtiE A.

old friends

the public, that alter
absence of twentyTHEandundersigned
his native
aud
lie has returned
five

purchased

Administrator's Male.
subscriber, Administrator of the estate of
A Stephen Lord. late ot Windham in the County
of Cumberland, deceased, hereby fives notice that he
wilU#ell. pursuant to a license from the Probate
Court tor said County, at the late residence of said
deceased, on Wednesday, January 28. 18ti3. at 10 ©*•
c'ock A. M., tlie following real estate of said deceased, viz: the homestead farm ot said deceased, and
about eight acre* of laud be bought of William Bailey. subject to the widow’s dower therein—but including the reversion thereof Also about forty-two
acres of laud he bought of George Uawkes. subject
to a mortgage to secure the payment of about 9460.
JOHN WEBB. Administrator
r w8w*
Windham. Dec 23. 1*S2.

Fit AN ML1X CARTER.

BOUDOIN

No. 61 Exchange Street.

KOAD.

rill IF.

References—J. H Brown A Son, l’ortland.
W W fbomas,
A. K. Shurticil,
"
8. J. Smith,
W. J. Eiumet, New York.
Harris, Ueyi A Co.. Philadelphia.
dec2 dfltw3w24

to bo fouud at

KAIL

otlicerjftH

CHICAGO.

JUVENILES, ctoc.
in the

Portland, Be.
_

CLINTON FCKB1H1).

BOOKSj

GIFT

cod3m

& Commission Merchants,
NO. 24 RIVER STREET,

of

•

Annual Meeting of the PORTLAND "AND
COMPANY
will bo held at the counting room of M. G. Palmer,
144 Middle Street, on Monday. the fifth day ot January. A. D 1&3. at 3 o'clock PM, for the choice of
the eaaainf year, and the transaction of
ary other businc## which may legally come before
M. t>. PALMER, secretary,
them.
dec 19codtjao6
loitiaml. Dec. 18. Itn2.

Forwarding

Coming!

application

11UF.
POHESTAVENUE RAILBOAD

cuvrox n icBisii a uo„

dec10 dtf

to

SHOULDER BRACKS and ELASTIC .STOCKINGS constantly ou hand.
l*ocl8
^jrriif Poor liberally considered.

and

AT STONE HAM'S,

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, kc.
to arranging
Will devote his personal attentio
'ami setting Eugiucs, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN. Ageal.

attention to the
Adult* and Children.

personal

TRUSSES

put up af short notice,

So. 168 1-2 Biddle SI.

or

—

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

SlIAJiES. ol all dimension*, made, letter*
ed auil

w*.

The

FREEMAN.

GALLON,
ATWOODS,

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,

3 7
UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to auswer any orders

Holidays jire

JAMES

Oysters.

I

Shades, !

Window

GRANT, 49 Union Street,

Fittings,

Me.

subscriber would inform his friends and tho

n

Federal Street,

AM)

public.

Pobtlaxp,

Franklin,

A

put up in every variety of packages desired by the
trade, aud warranted as Heretofore. (■ rateful for
past favors, he will endeavor to merit the continued

THE
public, that lie may be found

©.“>

THOS. G. L0RING,

TARTAR, SALE RAT VS,
SWEET HERBS, IfC.,

CREAM

Steam and (Jus

(9b

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

ited for all kinds of

MACH 1 N

No.

East of F.!m House.
dec Iff 2 wised

[
j

4:0 Union, street:,
(2 door? from Middle Street.) where orders

J.

Oysters.

A BOUT 16,0(10 Acres of l-and—«uppo8cd to con- I
This day arrived, a lot of FRESH OYSTERS, lbr
1%. tain, on an average.about five fliou-ai.il of stumsale at
page to an acre, of spruce, hemlock and pine, beside*
8 0 CENT S PEK
much hard wood, and a go d glow th id young, tin it*
ty juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
At
1000 iciei*. with a good waterpower at it* outlet.—
305 Congreaa Street.
This pond flow s, by the
daui. about 1000 acm»
present
od2w
Portland, Dec. 13.
of meadow, which can oe put into grass, to great ad*
the
flow age.
vantage, by withdrawing
The Mili'ia but a short distance trom tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
the
present ow uers, who reside at a distance, and the I
land will be sold at an immense bargain to auv one
who has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
For thrtlier information apply to < ol. J. L. LawLEVI BAUTLKIT A CO.,
uexce, or to
2 Long Wharf. Boston.
decl'! dlawsw

present (and

declSd&wlm

0b

Sch#. “J. Freeman” and “Lookout” have arrived
with OYSTERS. For sale at the old prick, at

iseodtjanl

Land in

public,

confidence of the

Oysters, Oysters!

Y rc*h OY STERS Just received at RO reals per
T. 8. HATCH’S,
||n 11 on. at
decl5 2w
No. 115 Exchange Street.

to

FRESH GROUND GOODS—as

SPICES,

MIDDLE STREEI.

95
oc29 dtf

C'HASi. DAY, Jr.

dec*

his friends
respectfully give
and the
that notwithstanding the recent
loss of his mills amt their couteuts by tire, be is again
prepared to furnish

For the

IN

yourscll !

for the coming

114 N! id die St root.

GRANT
notice

jor

POCKET DIARIES lor 1863.

MILLsT

COFFEE AND SPICE

nr*Ca)Hs before purchasing elsewhere, sad

STREET.

New patterns of Silver Fruit Knives and Silver Napkin Riugs; work-boxes, writing de*ks, po rtf olio#, reticules. ladle* and geut*’ dressing case*. ladies companion.*, bru*h aud comb boxes, segar cases, gents’
small hand trunks, checker and back gammon boards,
chess awn, doraiuoes, jack-straws, ladies’ fine travelling bag*, portmounaies, shell aud pearl cant« as •#,
PHOTO**RAPHiV ALUl'M*. ladies and icu *'
skates, parlor skates.boys’ chests of tool*, nicer'ha mi
pipes, do cigar hblders, girls and boys sleds—together with a large assortment of Cuili>bk.V* Tots.
VKRGHEEXS by the vard. aud iu wreaths.

No. 135 Congress,corner of Chpstnut Sts.,

WOULD

MIDDLE

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,

Books,Ac.,

Children,

J.

PRESENTS.

extensive assortment of Goods

-AT-

d«19

Which they offer st

Prices to suit the Times !

AXHolidays, consisting of

-FOB-

The

Clothing,

-AND-

Christmas and New Year’s
114

-OF-

Gilt

Cloths*,

FURNISHING GOODS,

(iiftw !

An Execllriit Assortment

Puzzles,

RECEIVING

New and Desirable Styles of

The large House on the corner of Mid*
die and Willow Streets, recently occu*
pied by Mrs. C. A. Richard* as a board*
Possession given immedimg house.
ately. For particular# enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR

oc25 tf

LITTLE FOLKS.

TOYS,

UAVK BEEN

To Lot.

popular works,

Holiday

Middle Street

ROLLINS & BOND

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.

BOOKS!

Exchange

No. 03.

THE

We have the largest assortment in the State of Maine.

51 and 5S

NEW FALL GOoSs
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

to Let.

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s Wharf.
Inquire of J. II I1AMLKN.
office ou Hobson’s Wharf.
sep4tf

To Let.
commodious Chamber in the northerly corner of the new brick block, orner of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly facing the market. Kent ow.
Enquire at office of

A rich and varied assortment of the best standard
literature, illustrated works, and the poets, in elegant
Turkey Morocco bindings.

dec20 d2w

H‘,b#on’« Wharf, foot of High
Street.
B

oc30 d3m

hasterljr

rooper’s *hop

JUVENILE

Flour, Flour.

THE

Tenement of ifcc Hon«> on Spring
Street, known as 1 lie Kolfc House. Enquire of
Oct. 27.—dr I
S. J. ANDERSON

HALL L. DAVIS.
di'cZ! lwd

gv

MA

LARGE AND COMPLETE

AS

dis3w

decl7

suit-

ilABRIS BROTHERS.
202 Kore Strwt.

d<*12 i»edtf

BOO OOO »ii*MLWED

counter,

School Books & StationeryJ
An assortment

iui

«

me-

For tale.

Prayer Books,

on

™

a

BEST BRANDS of We*forn and Canada
THE HOUSE on the corner of Pro#- ;
Family FLOCK can a)warn bo found at 872 Conpect and Casco street#—the* basement
grna afreet, at fair price.- for .ale bv
finished for a Store. A good staud for !
WILLIAM L WILSON
a family Grocer.
Portland, Dee 10.1»'!2
codtf
—also—
Two Lot# of Land, one ou spring aud oue on
FOB KALE.
Spruce street. Either would be exchanged for a
good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle Street
Sh,ppl»«
Portland.
X. I. MITCHELL.
ft.oon Sugar Box SHOOKS
nov4eodtf
SPRUCE DIMENSION,aM *De*.
IMHIRS. RASHES HI.INDS, LATHS, CLAPTO HEVF.
BOARDS—fritted and Rough.
OUI SIDE SASllES uu hand.
modern built HOUSE, Xo. 3) Danforth
street, suitable lor a genteel fainih—con-ALSOtain mir fifteen room*.
200 Bb!a. Choice Brand FLOUR, for
Enquire of J. K. KING, in rear of 30 Danforth
family wse, by
Street.
declDtf
RUFUS DEKRING,

IN EVERY STYLE OF BINDING—some of them

May be found

street.

UHDS. SWEET FLAYED,

‘>rwA

TO LET.
SMALL HALL, or rooms suitable for
chanic'* or manufacturer'll work shop.

<•

^Volnwoit.

JUVENILES
—

*•

Shipping Boards.

**

/"\

1U

(X

•«

*26.0110
Spruce Hark.
< lieap Pine BoaM*.
ft».000
12o,OO0 Pine Clipboard*—planed.
80*000 spruce Clapboard*.
100,000 Extra Cedar Shingle*.
t.Eo F FOSTER,
By
At the head of L'uiou Wharf
Portland, Doc. 11th, 1M.
dtf

B. Rack left,
J. Harris.
Tickets for the Course-93.50;
Single Tickets, 76
cents—for sate by the Managers.
Music by Chandler * quadrille Band.
to
Dancing commence at 8 o’clock.
nov24

Of all sizes aud varieties.

*•

52

Managers—.V. II Barberick, YV H. Phillips, J.

AMBItOTYPES AND PHOTOGRAPHS
of all prominent personages.

BF'SHELS Extra Mealing Cora
Mills Hour

7
OtWA
•

A Grand. Ball!

Photographic Albums,

'’OST-OFFICE.

tiRASS SEED.

SIX assemblies
AT LANCASTER HALL,

STOCK,

I**.*

merchandise:

The Friends of Temperance

£1

n

*
e^at£.7?°
,b ‘ locml‘tJr»
a.!,|“J

good and convenient house' Ibraa
for about *3,U00, will plea*.-

Terms

Portland,

£

JgJJjJnjthnsnnmtolD*.
_.*****•

and Mission of
to our present

Civil government, with reference
national conflict.
3. Maine—its
terest and

sold

Under will be well rewarded
by
H D. DEANE, No.
decl8 dlw*

Tbe

reiur"/ L'iH'

\ EVE,

j

...

oDeratedmiMZjTb—

Tuesday Evening, December *d.

Public Attention is

j

|

arrangements'with

’y.

and in Crisis.

Country

--

j

had

THE

WHICH

TO

WAITED.
having
considerabla sxperl.
JL
ence in connection with
withont capital, wishes to make mnnuractnrioa bot
some person
having means, to

undersigned, having returned from three i
vears residence iu Canada, to share the
fortunes i
of his native laud, is prepared to respond to the call 1
of Associations, or Lecture Committees, and
speak
upon either ot the following topics:
1. Our Country—its Mission, its Crisis, its Delirerauce and Safety.

DAVIS,

------

HIS CHRISTMAS

j

BY TELEGRAPH

CAB9LET,

Our

HAS NOW READY

|

j

lias the love and successful
pursuit of material prosperity been, Ena is it. more powerful for the moral
elevation of mankind than Christianity?
Per order of Commit too.
dec2l)
E. M
Sec

in

•^.“WSSS

° UuX 888 for ,wo wwkl'
Fort land.

dec22-lw‘

Dincusison.

priva„.

a

Family.

4

ark invited.

Question for

Biu.l.,1 I,.

Single Gentleman wishes board

^IrM^S

Library Hall.

Public

The

HO LI I)AY GIFTS.
No. 53

Board

The next meeting of this Association for i
Lecture* and Debate** will bo held Friday evening, Dec. 20th, at
7J o’clock, in their

MISCELLANEOUS.

~

_

HI. C. JI. Association.

and our editors look the matter in the face,
and calculate the consequences, they will see
their interest so strong in this movement that
I fear they will lie violent beyond control.—
Tlie successful unresisted installation of Lincoln is the beginning of the end ot slavery.
The North is dependent on the South for
its prosperity. The South is not dependent
on the North for anything necessary to its material welfare.
My dear sir, I have written in confidence.—
I wish yon to let me know whether I am forgotten at home. I believe Tom Pegues is my
friend. Write me soon and write me everyYour friend,
J. THOMPSON.
thing.
P. S. You can see Thomas and William
Thompson also. My engagements are so constant I cannot write much.
J. T.

HALL L.

wantT—

ENTERTAINMENTS.

TIIKOIG1I TICKET*
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE »rU WASUIXt.TO.V
1 the WEST tud SOL’TH and NORTH WEST, rta. All

TO

■

the mo*t popular row*#* #nd at the fount Boston
W D. 1.1 n LK, Agent.
rates, Ibr sale hr
fBfircfil Kuehauge^t
Out ?.
dtf

•

1

POETRY.
From the Atlantic Monthly for January.
*EW LILLIBULERO.

CASEY'S U. s\

Photographic Frames.
celled for.
CJOl'AKt or oral—every kind
ourselves,
ij Ihsing manufactured
by

Done

question!*asked

For sale at t'

M.

i. o.

SIOO

more,”

Invalid

or

|

Soldiers dying

Pension*,
UNION FOREVER I

Trunk

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

STATE OF

Latest 1Vo in

Headquarters

MAUVE.

AT

acknowledge

to

niLITAK”

to

HEAD QUARTERS,

EOR SALE

GOODS,

Adjutant General's Office, I
Augusta, Dec. 19, 1862. J

and his

Summer

talks and smiles as though he knew what he
was about aud that things were going on to
his liking. Gen. Hooker, whose fondness for
fighting induced him to ask to be assigned the
post of greatest danger in the coming conflict,
stands by his side. There is no look of
anxiety
in that speaking countenance of his.
Every
lineament of that earnest and yet winning face
betrays fullest confidence in the future* Ho
and General Burnside, in the interim of conversation, look through a large mounted Held
glass iiointed across the river. General Sumner—lie of more years than either, and
graywhiskers, hut vigorous in health and
eyes keen
and penetrative—-joins in the conversation and

telescopic observations.

It is not difficult to pick out the
strong mauiy
flgure and benigmit, smiling lace of General
Franklin. Near by is General Butterfield a
prototype of the great Napoleon in atti'ude and expression with the addition. Imweverof mustaches that would be the pride of a Russian
grenadier. He is talking with Generals Griffin and
Averill—the lortnei- in his slouched hat, unshorn face and Spanish clonk, and never a
smile or word uttered unless in solemn earnestness, looking like a second Don Caesar l)e Bazan; the latter neat and trimly dressed, all
smiles and affability. But I will not
pursue this
further. The officers here can lie numbered
by
the legion, and the sketch would be
unending
in
New
York
Herald.
—[Letter

P?.eal

AT

of

For

Standard

SCALES.
These celebrated Scales are still made be the
inal Inventor., AM) OBLY by them,) and aie
stant y reeeiv ing all the improvements which
long experience and skill can suggest.

dispatch,

and at low

Of every
to fit.

description,

WORK,

TESTIMONIALS

made to order and warranted

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
Maine,

can

be

obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold so
isfkction to the purchaser.

as

|

entire sat*

to warrant

J

They are

correct in

their

principle, thoroughly made,

V the beet materialt, and
durable in operation.

arc

perfectly accurate and

For sale, in every variety, as
Hay, Coal and Railroad Scales!
BUTCHERS’, GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS’, CON-

FECTIONERS’ and GOLD

SCALES!
Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.
With

a

complete variety of

WEIGHING APPARATUS,
—

BY

—

FAIRBANKS &
118 Milk Street

corner

of

BROWN,

Batterymarch Street,

Boston.
Sold in
oc25

Portland by EMERY & WATEHHOL'SF

-—r-

On Hand.

cheerfully

26

Market SyDARX

.TIilk Route for Sale.

St.,

rise

on

d«m

SAIL CLOTH.
BLEACHED FLAI DICK, I1IH BLIE STRIPES,

8. D. MERRILL.

-v

The

(A substitute for Cotton.)

INTERNAL REVENUE.
First CoilcctlAn District, Maine.

Of

s

arious

descriptions.

ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.
pursuance of the provisions of the Act of Con- I
gress entitled “An Act to provide Internal Kevo* I
nue to support the Government atui
ALSO OH HAH1>
the
interest
pav
on the public debt,"
approved July 1st. 1M2. 1 herebv give notice that I have received from the Assessor
of the First Collection District in the State o! Maim
the annual Lists oi 1 axes and Duties assessed in the
For sale by
month of September, and the monthly List lor the
months oi October and Novenib r. 1862: that the
LE
&
said (axes ami Duties have become due ami
payable,
and that 1 will be in attendance at mv
office, over
St. Peter
Store No. 92 Commercial Street, Portland, from the
first to the fifteenth dav of January
Cysatnplca ou hand, and order, taken bv
1863, for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting LiJ. T PATTEN 4 CO.,
censes to all persons within that
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street, Bath.
portion of the First
District included in the County of Cumberland.
And I further give notice, and call attention to the
following provisions of the Act:
‘•All persons yy bo shall neglect to
pay the duties
and tares, so as aforesaid assessed
upon them, to the
Collector or his Deputies, within the times above 1
speed lied, shall be liable to pay ten per centum addittonal upon the amount thereof."
And I would also cull attention to the
JAMES P.
following
provisions of the said Act, respecting Licenses:
“If any erson or persons shall exercise or
carry
on any trade or business hereinafter
mentioned, for
the exercising or carrying on which trade or business
No. Ill
Street,
a license is required
by this act, without taking out
Residence roar of 411 Conjrre.i* Street, keeps con*
such license as in that behalf required, he,
or
she,
ou
baud
all
the
A*arious kind* of
for
stautly
shall,
they
every such offence, respectively, forfeit
a penalty equal to three times the amount
of the duty
or sum of
money imposed for such license."
NATH L j millkil
Now in
Collector of 1st Collection District
Lnd will make o order anything ofthis kind that
in t,,e State of Maine.
i.
Portland, Dec. 18th. 1862.
be
orderea, «t short notice, from the cheapest to
dtf
Iiay
heVEUVBKRT. B\ giving my strict and undivided
ttentiou to the manufacturing, lining and
trimming
f the above, I cau furnish tnem
cheaper than any
lie else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug. 6,1862.

BOLT

ROPE

j

CORDAGE, &C.,

Testimonials similar to the above have been recoil ed from the proprietors ol the
following public
housesPenobsot
Bangor.
Franklin House. Bangor.
Skow hegan House. Skowhegan.
Lewiston House. Lewiston.
Winthron House, Winthrop.
Elmwoon House. Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Keiere House, Vassalboro.
Hallowed House, liallowell.
China Houbc, China
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cu»huoc House, Augusta.
Abbott's School Farmington.
Eaton Boys' Boarding School, Kent's Hill.
fullTdft wflm

CHAMPION,

Exchange,

j

SLEEPER,

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
Exchange
Portland,
30FFIN8

AND

COAL

cheap

HOMESTEADS FOR
^

JIOFFOTT’S,

Market Square,
Orders respectftillv solicited by Mrs. Moffott,
will

AXV

rHE
chased from the llannihal 4 St. Joseph Railroad

nd have divided their property into lots and farms,
are offered to subscribers In shares of 820 each,
1 laps, with Bill information. can be had
by calling on

NOTICE.
having from Five

BUSINESS. Daily Press Office.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pur-

'hey

who
aul2eodtf

person
to Ten Hundred
Dollars to invest, may learn of an established
business, in which a large portion of the citizens of
Portland are iutereatod, which will give constant cm- I
ployment and pay well, bv addressing

decl dtf

$20.

a large tract of land in Northern
Missouri,
1 'ompkny
djofning the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
ounty, for farming aud manufacturing purposes,

Mo. 527

same.

and

|

ocl6d4w3m

DR. H. I. BOYNTON,

EDWARD SHAW. Agent.
102 Middlk STggKT, Portlaxd.
nne

k ND

M.

dtf

Old Frames
RENEWED by

Ke-Glli,
MORRISON 4 CO.

to

!

Infirmary.

especial

by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street,

25 per cent.
No tire wood will be conveyed betweenOctober 1st,
1862. and May 1st, 1803.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting tin* wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take Are wood from cerlaiu places on tbe line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that t’hev will do so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

SPKIXG MOVXTA1X LEHIGH,
HAZELTOX LEHIGH,
COLE RATHE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUXTAIX.

This road is broad ouaoe and la prorided with
New and Splendid Sleeping Cara.
U Tickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

by

LITTLE, Agent,
Office 81 Exchange Street.

by securing tickets

June 28.

THE

simple—accompany

dyes

st this

dswtf

!F3in-'Wrorm

than

twenty-five

years has the well

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

known

COREY,

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy aud the

dwellings

of the

lowly,

THE PUBLIC HOUSES,

POOH

MERCHANT SHIPS,
AND

Is

CUSTOM-MADE

WORK,

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct,)

XT'RF MEMBER-This medicine is designed

pressly for

n

Purchaser* for Cash may rest assured tnat goods
bought at this house will be made perfectly satisfactory in price aud quality.

The Brat or Extension

Tables, Ac.

light,

Spring Beds,
Altrndrd I,

&o.
■■

prai*e

and went forth to the

now

lay.

keep

a

ftirther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
from protracted pain in aud over her
eye and

lines

FURNITURE made to order.

1st, 18C2.

Suack*

enjoyment of a new life.
bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eye seems at all disposed to aunoy me, I give it a
lose, and that is an end of it. I would uot be with>ut it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to
I

TOWN

he has found Poou Richard's Eye Water a sovin her case, giving her almost instant

tf

LOBDERr,

Pure uml Free Hunting.

COAL

FOR SMITHS' USE.
Coals are strictly of the best
warrautod to give satisfaction.

quality,

and

klso, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Hard and Soft Wood.
The public arc re^ueeted to call, a* we
Dined to gire good bargain, to those who

deter*
pav each.
are

Commercial St., head of Maine H7if.
SAWYER A WHITNEY.
julOltt

At a Court or Phobatk held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of December,in the vear of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixtv-two,
W. LEAVITT, Executor of the last Will
and Testament of Edward M. Leavitt, late of
Portland, in said Couuty, deceased, having presented
his first account of administration of said estate
for probate; also his resignation of said trust as Executor:
It tras Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to all |H*rson» interested, by causing notice to
be
three days successively, In the Portland Doily Press, printed at Portland, all of said pubMentions to be fourteen days at least before the time
herein assigned, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the first
Tuesday ui January next,at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and show cause if any they have, why
tlic same should not be allowed and accepted
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy Attest:
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
*

elief.

Vermont Butter.
TUBS Prime, for sale br
J

F

WEEKS A CO.

to

WITH

HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 14&) Poplar St., Philadelphia.
I# Numerous certificates of a similar character
sight be furnished.

ASP

truly a Sovereign Kerned) for Inflamed and DIs( Med Even, Dim Vision and Weak
Eye*. Deatheaa,
! [Okie in the Head. Catarrh, Kheumatton and Neualgia. with all kindred diseases. It is passed into 1
* lie ear by a small glass tube, which,
together with
t ie Water, may be obtained at the
principal Drug
* tores in this
city. l‘Kica la cists rin Bottle
^
1 vbee 6 Cent*.
II 11. HAY and W E. PHILLIPS. Wbohwalc I
J .gent*.
I
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,

ALL

OTHER

E1XDS 09

PRINTING,
Neatly

Poor Richard'* Eye and Ear Water
j

COUPONS,

Town Holes and Orders,

P. S.

!

AMD

Corporation Bonds,

God for the benefit that I have
I cannot but commend the
prep.ration to all who have been sufferer* like myself.

published

ty

(i rateful

►ersonally received,

JAMES

dMUdjO

ex-

which all other remedies

cases,

care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It ha* been estimated that over fir©
hundred thousand dollars are paid to
swindling
annually. in New England alone, without any
ructU to those who pay it. All this comes from
without
to
men
who are alike destrusting,
inquiry,
titute of honor, character and skJI, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
you would avoid being humbugged, take no man's
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY
it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for, as advertising ph>sicians. in nine cases on. of ten, are bogus, there to
no safety in trusting any qf them, unless vou knew
who and what they ire
Sr Dr. M will send free, hr enclosing one
a* above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp
MEN. and on Private /Hseases generally,
giving foil
information, with the most undoubted re/krences and
testimonials, without which no advertising phvsician
or medicine of this kind is
deserving of AST COSFIDEXCE WHATEVER.
tP" Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write
vouraddress plainly, aud direct to DR. MATTISON'.
i* above.
dec* ly

one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. I had never heard of it before. but determined to try it. and did, with the most
lelightftil results. In a very few day* the painftil
irritation was removed; I could bear the
strongest

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

I'phttUlrrr \V*rk

a new

out success, and 1 entertained the
purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus tiuding relief.
In the meantime, most
providentially. I noticed

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
8ortmcnt of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles,
comprising Rich and
Medium Priced Drawing Room, Parlor
and chamber Furniture, of even description. Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds. Common
Furniture. Chaits. Looking Glasses, Ac.

obstinate

of the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is wwarranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
t*~BF WARE OF !MI TA TIOSS! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased
directly rf Dr.
.V ut hi* Rrmedial Institute for Special fH senses,
No. 28 Union street. Providence. R. I.
EFThi* Specialty embrace* all diseases of a private nature, both or MEN’ and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them hi* whole attention.
E7*~< onsuitatioii!. bv letter orotherwis are strictly t>>nddential,nod medicine* will be sent by express,
secure from obserration, to all parts of the United
Mate* Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure aud quiet retreat, with good

Philadelphia. Oct. 17. 1HG2.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
a
chronic
inflammation had been produced, in
boy,
consequence of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
moment
of my waking life w as embitEvery
tered, aud 1 was frequently unable to sleep at uight.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

be found Elsewhere in the State.

Spiral

have been tried in vain.
OVER 9000 BolTLKS have now
been sold without a single failure.
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
lT"It is put up in bottle* 01 three
different strength*, with foil direction* for using, aud sent by express,
closely staled, to all parts of the country.
/’JI/fT.wull strength. 910; half strength, 96;
quarter strength. 98 per bottle.

and rare discovery, which is most wonderoperations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. p. g.
Humox, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Chnrch.
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its
practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,
he can ftimish the largest assortment of

can

This celebrated Female Medicine,
poMessiug virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all other* have failed,
is designed for both married and sinladies, and U the very best thing
gle
known for the purpose, as it will
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
of obstruction*, from any cause, and
after all other remedies of the kiad

ful in its

POWER,

J

MATTISON'S INDIAN EXXEKAGOGF1

DR

WATER !

yet every part of the body is dependent up.

Remedy

FOB FEMALES.

Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water

increased facilities for manufacturing,
BY STEAM

Than

The Great Indian

them for life and health.

52 mmd 54 Exekaage Street*

With

[Copyright recured.l

*

aud

stand.

Middle, corner of Exchange Street.

teptldtf

organ* of the human system are more important to health and comfort than the Era and
Ear. aud yet uone are less understood or more neglected
They seem to pass even common observation,
^

AND NOW,

With

Syrup

RICHARDS

EYE dr EAR

STEAMERS

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles
of Furniture suited to their various wants.

At the old

No. 74

Is the first and only
remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual'removal of the Ascarides. or l*inWorras. from the human system. The high
reputation it lias established iu the la*t two years, ana the
fact that it is fast sup -rseding all other worm remedic's. is the best test of its great merit.
CU*It affords RELIEE in twenty-four hours, and
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup i* also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be a!wa>* used when phvsic is required',
especially
for children. It corieet* the secretion*, gives tone
to the stomach aud bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely qf Vegetable
Extracts, and always setfe and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall 4 Hire hkl.218Greenwich street; iu Boston by Gko. C. Goonwix 4 Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
At retail by H. H. IIAY, Portland
deefi 3m

FURNITURE HOUSE

WALTER

DYE!

market has been flooded for years with different article* called Hair Dye*, which have never
satisfled the expectation* of purchasers
The xa
flu* ultra has been reached at last in TUDD‘8
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has ased it It contains
no injurious ingredients, and
give# the hair a beautiftil rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are very
each bottle.
One saperiorttv of Todd's Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is, too do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there ia but
one kind to be used, and that can V
put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other
that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used This dve la peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyea, it will eolor long hair, which other
dye* cannot do. Hive this new article a trial, an wa
know you will nse no other after once
using this.
L# For sale only at

ereign specific

THE GEXUIXE

rHESE

TODD’S LIT SOLIS

DR. E. O. GOULD'S

more

dkw 6m*

HAIR

Portland.
jull—dAwtft

CE^Send stamp for Circular.

W. D.

October

JOHXS,

CUMBERLAND

not®

sanity

Niaoaka Falls.

cate organs have In-en most successful, and
many of
them of a remarkable character. Dr B.
having tented the advantages of
Electricity for the poet fifteen
years, upou thousands of patients in I'hiladclphia
and other cities of the United states, is
prepared to
tree all disease* of whatever nature with unrivalled
success.
The following are among the diseases which
Dr. B. has been eminent!* successful in
treating
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, disease* of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, disease! of
the lungs in all their forms, gravel in all Its forms
diseases of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine, dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, cataract
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcers of long standing, mercurial sores, tumors, scrofula in all its forms, cancer,
diseases of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids, liver complaint, dyspepsia, diseases of the
kidneys, stone, kc ail spinal diseases, cnrvatnres,
hip diseases, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in all its
lorms. dealiies#. muscular, contraction, white swellings. all uterine weaknesses, leueorrlwea. floor albns,
whites, tits. To the above might be added a long Hat
of diseases which Dr, B has treated with count success.
Ail FEMALE COMFLAI.VTS treated with
sneeess. care and strict attention
D. B. has many testimonials of Important recoveries under bis treatment, which can be seen
by calling
on him at his rooms.

IF Dr. Boynton, having (kill instruction from Dr.
Colton for penevofinp and admirielrrtng Ike .Vitroni Oxide, nr ErhUrrating Coe. is now
ready to
administer this Has to those who mav wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, kc.

by

and

remedies.

constitutionally

locally,

RAILWAY.

money

1

ple

BY THE

ipprortd

erysipelas,

Infirmary.

delicacy.

THROUGH TICKETS

can use

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjulldawtfB

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
PRIVATE
for
number of years confined his

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland. Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La ('home, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or »uy part of tb«
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

Vf~ Yon

I)K .HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

of

Hughes has
a
attention to
di*ea.-es of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, ana in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
aud there in no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in coustant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all case*.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
aeen but the Dr. himself.
Ilia remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cure* without
dieting,
or restriction iu the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting aud sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a lew hour*; cures without the dreadful conMcqueut effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taiut
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. aud no injurious effect, either
or
can Ik* caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in youth,
the effect* of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a riuging in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will e
returned !f desired. Address
DR J. B. HUGHES,
No. & Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Where he will treat all claioee of Disease,
by application of Electricity and the most

JB^5*>

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.
Dr. Boynton’s operations and cores on these deli,

Established far the treatment qf those diseases in
both seres, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

To

olyce.

corner

j

DR. HI ORES'

on

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

RESIDES! E A5D OFFICE

No. 30* Congress Street, Portland, Me.

DR.

N.

ERIE

Electropathic Phyiician and 8nrgeoa.

theTadies.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find
arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. II.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least Injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the couutrv with fall directions,

Phillips.

rates

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.

Lock Box, Boston, Mass.

Eclectic TIediral

Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Depots, iu Portland.
|
1 armington May 6. 1862
june23dtf

N II —smr

lTe MEN,

£8''* Remember the place,

15 50 othkr way.
Read a letter which I will send
you if you will send Bvi a postpaid envelope bearing
your address. Direct to
EDWA RD H. TRAVER,

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, 1'antou, Peru
Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield. Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfieln, on Wednesdays and Saturdays. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stage-* leave Faimington daily, for Strong, Avon

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANY I’ART OF THE CITY.

CASKETS,

Shirts.

measure

&

CHEAP

Use,

personal attention to the

<>n and after Monday, Mav 5, 1862,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmiugton for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

high

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
anything of the kind now iu use
Waterville, April 12,1862.
Kkv. E. HAWES.

Drug and

by patronizing any of the advertising
quacks. You can fally recover by the methods used
by the Advertiser, and ty hundreds of others, add

□■Bran

Bed Bottom I bought of you tally merit* my

cheerfully

a

health

§9E3J^raine
and

excellent article
LOT M MORRILL.

recommenexpectations, and is fullv up to your
dations. I would
recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepingat ai tments.
AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16.1862.

UKBL1ACIE D CASTAS, fit H RED STRIPE,

usually kept in

men

as an

I have had the uuspeakable
pleasure of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson
Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three* weeks, and must say it far
surpasses anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest tor six mouths till
one of
occupying
these beds. She would uot
part with it on any account
Kkv. JOHN ALLliN.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE

LARD OIL,

caution all young
suffering
from Nervous
I EARNESTLY
Debility, 4c., against endangering
their

RUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

For

Farmington.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22, 1862.

requires frequent dressing the Zvlobalhas no equal No lady's toilet
is complete without it
Bold by Druggists throughout the World.

Quackery:

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

can

Mr. D. K. Fro hock has tarnished the beds in mv
house with the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical ana comfortable
thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School. Little Blue,

goods.

103 Middle Street,

Closets. Urinals. Fores and .^netinn Fumna
Boilers, Wash Hotels, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, of alt kinds constantly on hand.
W~.au kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
set up in the best manner.
All orders in
city or country personally attended to

pay

recommend it

Whose llalr

rr state Agent for DAVIS fc KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELF.CTKIC MACHINES.
eodfcwtoctl

OF

Buyer, will do well to look at our stock before purcbasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great

nud perfect fitting ahirt, plea»e
for Mrs. A. MOFTOTT’s celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best
cloth,,
and good custom work, at the
very lowest prices.

And all other articles
I’aint establishment.

1SR9

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have
purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Waterville, May, 1861.
Du. N. B. BOUTELL.

Are unlimited in quantity, qnality or
price, and will
be .old very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

Bath

MRS. A.

Ac., Ac,

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-F.agle,
South Limiugtou, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossinee, Newfield, Parson afield, Effingham, 1reedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
nov 13
ALEX'K BAILEY, Jr Sup't.

ANI> TRIMMING GOODS

Water

want »

.Intv 93

Augusta, Aug. 6. 1862.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

yon
IFleave
your

KEROSENE OIL,

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom/ and
very much pleased with it.
josiah h. drummond.

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

PLUMBERS,

Shirts,

Brownfield.

Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

am

am

I'nrtlnnH

I. D. MEKKILL A TO,

G E N T

I
I

Toy Tiivd-vcs vv\\A CVvvXAvcw

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

We have introduced several of the
justlv celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our
sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a dec ided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommeud their use to all hotel
keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

-AND-

—Ever offered in

:

Btit acts directly Bpon Hie roots rf the Hair, firing
them the naturnl n«url-hn.« nt n ouired. i reducing lLa
same vitality and luxurious quantity as in youth.

s&mutn

C. J. BKYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

Commercial House, Portland. June 16.1862.
Haviug introduced the "Anderson Spring Bod Bottom” into
my house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an
easy and healthy bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Andersou
fully etjual if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

The largest and best selected stock of

Street,QUEBEC.

con-

orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.15 A. M. and
3.80 P. M
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and
2.00 and 6.16 1'. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.16 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarapna dailv for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

summer.

Frohock,

THIS

prices.

GOODS.

Eclectic Tledical

granted October, 1862.

its Original Youthful Color
\\ vs wot u Mvyc,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

undersigned

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
been in use a sufficient length of time to sh» w
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring lt> >1 department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies. and yet happily
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and
yet so recuas to bring itself into
with
great faciliplace
ty. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
aud all who linger In suffering aud weakness.
They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

officers, made to order, from the best material,

MKSURIER

orig-

AND FANCY

Hair

tlriy

TO

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFllERY,

Dn and after Monday, November 10,
trains will leave as follows, until further

Limington,

it mm raita

To Restore

GENUINE MEDICINES,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Hiram,

natural color to the Hair.

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

York & Cumberland Railroad.

OTE3BSO

Kenderlng It soft, silky and glossy, and disposing it to
remain in any desired position ; quic It cleansing the
scalp, arresting the foil and Imparting a healthy and

-DEALER IK-

1st, 1862. to May 1st, 1868, the
of freight
FROM Norember
all descriptions of lumber
and timber will Ik* advanced

lO. K._

IN

FAIRBANKS’

JUNCTION OF H|| AND MIDDLE STS.,

own sex.
ance.

Pateut

UNIFORMS,

CUSTOM

Up Stairs.

JOHN BOND.

daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro*, Warren, Rockland
and Tliomastou.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train fromPortland.
B. H. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.
Nov.
18*52.
16,
novlg
Augusta,
Bath

Notice to Wood and Lumber Merchants.

appointed

The great unequalled Preparation* for
Keaterln*. Intifomil.,,, Iienuilfying
and ilreMiac the Hair,

BTAOE COHHECTIOKB.

Stages leave

perative

20 HOUSES, at prices from $1000 to 85000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices fiom 8200to 83000.
2.00u,u00 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.

I. 1>. MERRILL.
a ui;4dly

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

Commissioners to receive and examine all claims and
demands against said estate
And all persons are
hereby notified that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick Fox, 64 Middle street, Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the follow ing months,
viz: November, December. 1*62, January. February,
March and April. 1863—flora 2 to 5 o'clock P. M., on
each of those davs.
GEORGE E. B. JACKSON, I
CommiMicier*.
IBVINO W. PABKEB,
)
Portland. Nov. 8. Mi-'.
nov8

BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY
with

74 Middle

fol-

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Cost,

Y,

Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kcnuebcc k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

ITnder Ini ted States Hotel, Portland*

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

GOULD,

as

Estate of Plffriek Callan, late of Portland,
deceased, having been represented insolvent,the
THE
ol Probate has
the

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

INVESTMENTS !

MOSES

POBTLAND, ME.
Gold, Silver aud Vul-

oo

II A

Augusta for Rath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at l.OOP. M.,
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farmington ; ami at Augusta with the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro’, Waterville, Kendall's Mills and Skow began ; and at Kendall's Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burn- I
ham. Pittsfield. Newport and Bangor.

GENERAL AGENT.

Estate,

nov27 dtf

Ol’r. OLD CITY KALL,

Clothing

selling, regardless

Is

1 Captain.
12 Corporals,
2 1st Lieutenants.
2 Musicians.
2 2d Lieutenants.
2 Artificers.
1 1st Sergeant.
1 Wagoner.
1 Quartermaster Serg’t. 122 Urinates.
I
6 Sergeants.

Generals.—He looks,

ConrrfM Street,

RH.ss'r FOR THE WEARY.

; GENERAL ORDER NO. 62.
Secretary of War has authorized the 18th
ffIHE
A Regiment of Infantry of Maine Volunteers to
be changed to ott» of Heavy Artillery, to be organized as prescribed in tin* following extract from General Order of the War Department, No. 126, of September 6ih, 1862:
Regiment op Artillery—12 Batteries.
1 Colonel.
1 Chaplain.
1 Lieutenant Colonel.
1 Sergeant Major.
1 Major for e\erv four
Batteries.
1 Quartermaster Sergeant.
1 Adjutant (not an extra
1 Commissary.
Lieutenant.)
1 Quartet master (not an
extra Lieutenant )
1 Hospital Steward.
Battery of Artili.ert.

a short time after that 1 had saved the Institution from being burnt down. Now, sir. I surThe numerical designation of the Regiment.and the
veyed the Roman Catholic <frplmn Asylum, on
recruitiug of the C ompanic* for the same, being
Bedford Avenue aud Willoughby street, last
I
placed by the War Department under the direction of
Thursday, the Oth of this month, aud found i the
Oovernor aud Commander-In-Chief of the state
one of the registers on the South
of
too
Maine, two additional Batteries or Companies tor
wing
said Regiment an* hereby authorized to be raised of
near the wood, and I told the teacher that was
the standard and organization prescribed. The preswith me that it would set the building on fire,
ent companies mav be recruited utt to the giveu numaud I took my knile aud dug out some of the
ber. when they will be reorgani/eu so far as necessary
pine wood to show him. On Sunday morning, to conform w ith the above require incut*. and the necadditional Regimental. Field and Staff Offithe 9th, it was burned down.
essary
It is wondercers will be appoint'd.
The regiment upon the comful that no more lives were lost. I have no
of its organizarion. as above, will lx* desigpletion
doubt that many buildings are burned down in
nated as the 1st Regiment of Heavy Artillery of
like manner. None of the registers or hot air
Maine Volunteers.
State Bounty of Forty-Five dollars w ill be paid
pipes should be near the wood, for I am toThe
each recruit of this regimeut enlisted prior to the
satisfied in my own mind, that hot air and
first Wednesday in January next.
steam pipes, if they eoine
in contact with
Applications for enlisting'papers may bo made at
this office.
wood, will in time set fire to it.
By order of the Comniander-in-Chief.
Joseph Anderson,
JOHN L. HoDSDoN, Adj’t General.
Surveyor King's Co. Ins. Co.
Ucc22 dlw

Burnside

flipp's BUrL,

Judge

BURLEIGH’S.

AT

Bo. I

H.

MEDICAL.

19ih,

Nov.

Notice.

description,

Of every

me

Wednesday,

1862, passenger trains will leave

and

^Bdentint,
Artificial Teeth inserted
canite base.
3mdA woo

BTIVLEIGH’S,

The Danger of Fire fiiom Hot Air.

pleased

j

163 Middle Street.

MISCELLANY.

was

II.

days

bvbgeon t mechanical

fiarV

GREAT EXCITEMENT

__

President

!

Joseph

old

Mr.

dtf

DK. C. II. OSGOOD,

swamps,”

Insurance

MEDICAL.

RTAGE CONNECTIONS.

B. Hall.
Sec'v of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

lion.

sep2lk!&wl4tf

I

it would take tire. I told the officers so, and
informed them that the wood should be cut
out, ami map*tone or iron inserted in its stead.
Tile officers had it removed, and they found
the wood burnt as I had told them, and it only
wanted air to set the building In a blaze. It
would have got air in a short time, as it was
nearly burnt through a 1 1-2 inch plank. The

June 23. 1862.

REFERENCES:

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
Hon. James <». Blaine,

reduced rates.
Fair, out aud

Excursion
back. *186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan & Co., Montreal,or to
J. U. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

NEW BEOBUITS WANTED!

Augusta, Me.

(Office No. 9 State House )

Uncle Sam.

Anderson, surveyor of the King’s Co.
Company, has been induced to put
forth the following warning, by the recent
burning of the Orphan Asylum in Brooklyn:
Brooklyn, Nov. 11th.
Dear StR,—By placing the following before
the public, you may save many lives, and a
large amount of property. Having surveyed
the Free Academy, corner of Lexington avenue ami Tweuty-third street, N. York, last tall,
I found the leH air registers in the floor and
wainscotting too near the woodwork, and that

tickets issued at
tickets to the World's

SETII E. DEED!

“You’ll understand, my recreant tool.”
Lillibulero, etc.’,
“You’re to submit, and we are to rule,”
Lillibulero, etc.
“Lero. lero, aren’t you a hero! aren’t you a hero!”
say s Uncle >8111.
“Lero! lero, ti ibustero, aren’t you a hero!” says

savs

Railway.
Prepaid and retnru

53g“3£

Falls, Baldwin.

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA.
■sHK&SB* BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, nova SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturfor Liverpool, via
day morning, leave
Londonderry.
Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
Passengers
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
with
Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
connecting
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, $86. First Class, $77 to *92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand

Pensions

“Of our new civ-il-i-za ti-ob!”
Lillibulero, etc.,
“Lero, lero, that’s quite sincere O, that’s quite sincere,” says old Uncle Sam.
“Lero. lero. tilibustero, that’s quite sincere,” savs old
Untie Sam.

Mail Line.

ON Eof the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH

m

hopes

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the Uu*
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay cu
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will rece
prompt attention.
Post Office address

corner-stone,”

“Lero, lero, tilibustero, cut, double-quick!”
Uncle Sam.

Weekly

during

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the Unfted States, in the line of duty.

l’uritaus sprang from the mud!”
Lilnbulero, etc
“Lero, lero, that inud is clear O, that mud is clear,”
says old Uncle Sam,
“Lero, lero, tilibustero, that mud is clear,” says old
Uucle Sam

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

rWTHE subscriber would very respectfully announce to his numerous friends, and the
the temporary
public generally, that
J
compulsory suspension of his business he
has furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
dAwtf
Passadumkeag, June 23,1862.

to obtain from the

Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers
in the U. S. service.

MONTREAL

y

undersigned
prepared
THE
United States Government, 8100 Bounty Money,
is

“If to these terms Von fully consent,”
Lillibuleio", etc..
“I’ll be Perpetual King President,”
Lillibulero, etc.
“Lero, Jero, take vour sombrero, off to your
says old Uncle Sam.

eodfim

Money. Back Pay,

Bounty

vour

the chief

CENTRAL HOUSE,
lii. G. Nfayo,
Proprietor.
PA88ADUMKEAO, MAINE.

And Pension*.

“Next, you must own our Cavalier blood !”
Lillibulero, etc.,

course,

by

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

says old Uncle Sam.

of

above store

books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 18*52.

“Lero, lero, tilibustero, just what I fear,” says old
Uncle Sam

Lillibulero. etc.,

e

SEAVEY.

Physician* and Families upplied with Medicines and

•‘You’re to refund the costs of the war,”
Lillibulero, etc..
“Lero, lero, just what 1 fear, O, just what I fear,”

“Slavery’s

Term* Moderate by the Week or Day.
Bath, June 23, 1862.
dtf

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES,

u’§ and bets,”
Lillibulero, eto.,
“Mine, and Bob Toombs’, and Slidell’s and Rbett’s,”
Lillibulero. eto..
“Lero, lero. that leaves me zero, that leaves me zero,”
says Uncle Sam,
“Lero, lero, tiliibustero, that leaves me zero,” says
Uucle Sam.

“And that

usual.

as

Steamships

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. PM
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $6,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers a«early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave l’orilaud.
For freight or passage apply to
EM hiK Y & FOX, Brow n s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL & CO
No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.1812.
dtf

large

Picture-Framing,

atly

fast

run as

Proprietor.

ly

Express
be in
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and

splendid

LINE.

“CHESAPEAKE,” ( apt. Willett,
“PARKERSBURG,” Captain
Hoffman, will, until further uotice,

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast ol‘ Maine—delightfulsituated ou the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
uvitiug retreats from the dust aud turmoil of our
cities.
The Saoadahock is one of the finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will acc mmodate all who may
waut of goods in his line, at very low prices.

ard

The

dtf

BATH. MAINE.

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

Book-Binding

SEMI-WEEKLY

SAOADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred. Carr,

BOOKS, STATIONARY, PICTURES,
Picture Frame!. Piper Han mss Fmcj Good!, It., It.,

“Then you must pay my national debts,”
Lillibulero. etc.,
about my assets,”
“No
Lillibulero, etc.,
“Lero, lero. that.s very dear O, that’s very dear,”
savsold Unc’e Sam.
“Lero. lero. tiliibustero, that’s very dear,” says old
Uncle Sam.

Portland and Sew York Steamers.

connected

and

removed his stock of

lias

Uncle Sam.
“Lero loro, tiliibustero. rather severe,” says old Uncle Sam.

thing

These

w

rOLFAUORTIIl,

S. II.

Pomanu uu or about the 20th iust. Has tirst rate
accommodations for
passengers, tirst, second and
third class. For freitrnt or passage apply to
FREER, BOYD & CO.,
No. 8 Galt’s Block, Commercial Street.
dec 9

386, Washington St.. Bath.

On and alter

r’ww’wi

and

new

|

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

powerful
**M a vrocokdatob," A 1,
Steamship
12 >ears, 1200 tons, 600 horse power—
T. S. Ewen. Cominauder, will leave

PLUM MK

M.

splendid,

The
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•.•Terms 81 per day. Stable
necessarily imported,
compete ith anv market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 2«, Mar- ! with house.
ket
&
CO’8.
Bath. June 28.1862.
Square._ MOKKISON

I’ve beat you in fight.”
Lillibulero, etc.,
“Then, that I always have been in the right,”
Lillibulero, etc.,
“Lero, lero, rather %evereO, rather severe,” says old

little
etc.,

By C.

Steamships.

STEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.

BLISS, Proprietor.

except those

we can

own

one

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. K.

Of*

HOTEL,

BATH

dti

SeDt.27.lM2

“So, Uncle Sara, just lay down your arms.”
Lillibulero. etc.,'
“Then you shall hear my reas'nable terms,”
Lillibulero, etc.,
“Lero, lero, I'd like to hear o, I’d like to hear,” says
old Uucle Sam,
“Lero, lero, tiliibustero, I’d like to bear,” says old
•
Uncle Sam.

Lillibulero,

Portland, Aug. 19,1862.

33 E .change Street

“Lero, lero, tilibustero, that don’t appear,” says old
Uncle Sam.

“And, bv the way,

JONATHAN

HALL L. DAVIS.

says old Uncle Sam.

frw

TACTICSj

Army Regulation*.

lege:

some

"WHITE STAR LINE”

on Federal Street, Portland, *'id invites
the travelling community to call aud see it
ho knows “how to keep a hotel.” Cleau,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the “Forest City.”

NEW EDi nos OF

“Well. Uncle Sam,” says Jefferson D.,
Lillibulero, old Uncle Sara,
“You’ll have to join my t’onfed’raey,”
Lillibulero, old Uucle Sam.”
“Lero, lero. that don’t appear O, that don't appear,”

“Also,

RAILROADS.

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,

intense stupidity of Dr. Barney, and the knavery of J. Wesley Greene, have served on© good purpose in provokiug the following spirited verses. They
sro from the pen of Prof. F. J. Child, of Harvard Col-

“First,

STEAMBOATS.

THE

The

you must

HOUSE.”

“ELRI

New Works !

Overtures Irom Richmond*
A

HOTELS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

and

Promptly Executed
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»

PreNN Office.

»

dov 13
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No. 410 Arch

St., Philadelphia

PLEASURE

PARTIES.

visiting

the

island*.supplied
at the shortest notice.
with
Excursionists
Orders solicited.
store*

1

80 Psrs

Street

wear feet ef Exchange.
CALDKRWOOD k BECKETT.
Portland. June 98
4tf

